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SUMMARY

*Salmonella* spp. is one of the major causes of foodborne illnesses in humans. According to the Community Summary Report on Trends and Sources of Zoonoses\(^2\) a total of 192,703 cases of human salmonellosis were reported by 25 Member States (MS) in 2004. Pork, after eggs and poultry meat, is a major source of human foodborne salmonellosis in the European Union (EU), although the participation of pork-associated salmonellosis in foodborne salmonellosis varies between countries or is unclear as, for most MS, data on the true contribution of pig/pork to human foodborne salmonellosis are not available.

Regulation (EC) No 2160/2003 on the control of *Salmonella* and other specified zoonotic agents\(^3\) provides for the setting of Community targets, for reducing the prevalence of *Salmonella* serovars with public health significance in pig herds. According to this Regulation, the targets shall include in particular the maximum time limits within which the targets shall be reached, the definition of epidemiological units, the definition of the testing schemes necessary to verify the achievement of the targets and, where relevant the definition of the *Salmonella* serovars with public health significance. The Regulation states that before proposing such rules on specific control methods, the Commission shall consult the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA).

All *Salmonella* serovars from pork are to be regarded as a hazard for public health. At present the most common serovar at EU level causing human foodborne infections from pork is *S.* Typhimurium, however there have been significant outbreaks caused by other serovars.

Two main options exist for the implementation of monitoring schemes aimed at detecting/evaluating *Salmonella* prevalence and/or previous exposure to *Salmonella* in pig production. These options are based on bacteriological and immunological methods. When used appropriately, for specific purposes, each of these approaches is of benefit. However, for monitoring purposes the results of immunological and bacteriological investigations cannot be compared directly, as they give different information. The choice between immunology and bacteriology, or their use in combination, therefore, will depend on the actual situation and the questions that have to be answered.

Bacteriology can be of use when (a) isolation of the strain is necessary for identification, (b) information about all *Salmonella* infections (all serovars) is required, (c) antimicrobial sensitivity testing is required, (d) the current *Salmonella* status of individual animals is to be determined, (e) a description of the general diversity of infections with different *Salmonella* serovars in a population is the purpose of the investigation, and (f) the evaluation of *Salmonella*-free status of herds is required.

---


\(^3\) OJ L 325, 12.12.2003, p. 1
Immunology can be of use for the screening of large numbers of blood and other samples, for example, for monitoring the effectiveness of control programmes in endemic regions or establishing the current immunological status of a population (e.g. herd) and the prevalence of infection.

Risk mitigation options were identified according to three lines of defence formulated by the World Health Organization (WHO): the first line focuses on the control of Salmonella in the food producing animal (Pre-harvest control), the second line deals with improvement of hygiene during slaughter and further processing of meat (Harvest control) and the third line concentrates on measures during the final preparation of the food and the education of the industry and the consumer concerning the application of effective hygienic measures (Post-harvest control).

In general, the control of Salmonella is based upon the implementation of preventive actions throughout the whole production chain.

More specifically, measures should be addressed to (i) the prevention of introduction of Salmonella into the herd, (ii) the prevention of in-herd transmission, and (iii) the increase of the resistance to the infection.

No universal mitigation option capable of eliminating Salmonella entirely from the harvest and post-harvest level was identified. A combination of measures aimed at the prevention of vertical and horizontal transmission is likely to be the most effective approach, as is the case with most other foodborne pathogens.

Reduction of the pathogen load in live pigs in each phase of the food chain, including the transport-lairage (TL) phase, can be incrementally achieved by separation of batches, the implementation of Good Hygiene Practices (GHP) and hygiene management and optimisation of transport and lairage time.

Slaughter and dressing has to be performed with a high level of hygiene, according to Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP) principles in association with GHP, and focusing on the avoidance of direct or indirect faecal/intestinal contamination of carcasses.

Logistic slaughter is a further option for reducing the pathogen load on the carcasses of slaughtered pigs.

Meat/carcass decontamination may be considered in specified situations, under the supervision of the competent health authorities. However decontamination should not be regarded as a substitute for any of the above mentioned recommendations.

Risk mitigation during processing requires maintenance of the cold chain and the application of the so-called “hurdle concept” and the implementation of GHP and the principles of HACCP.
At retail and consumer level mitigation includes hygienic handling and proper cooling or heating of pork and pork products. These options and procedures should be communicated to retailers and consumers.

Monitoring at harvest level is of relevance in regard to both process hygiene evaluation purposes and evaluates the current _Salmonella_ status of the entire food chain. For human exposure assessment, monitoring requires to be conducted at the pre-consumption level.

Annexed to the Opinion a proposal for a baseline study on the prevalence of _Salmonella_ in fattening pigs in the EU has been suggested.
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BACKGROUND

*Salmonella* spp. is one of the major causes of food borne illnesses in humans. According to the Commission’s report on zoonoses a total of around 144 000 cases of human salmonellosis were reported by 15 Member States in 2002. Pork is regarded to be an important source of these human food-borne infections, after eggs and poultry meat.

Pursuant to Council Directive 92/117/EEC concerning protection measures against specified zoonoses and specified zoonotic agents in animals and products of animal origin in order to prevent outbreaks of food-borne infections and intoxications, data have been collected from Member States on occurrence of *Salmonella* in pigs and food derived therefrom, on the basis of national schemes. Certain Member States have in place or are in the process of introducing active monitoring and/or control measures for *Salmonella* in pigs and/or pork. The control programmes from Sweden and Finland were approved upon their accession to the Community. Other Member States may have national programmes or industry initiatives. The measures follow different schemes, using different types of samples and/or analytical methods (e.g. bacteriology and/or serology), targeting different *Salmonella* types.

Pursuant to Directive 2003/99/EC on the monitoring of zoonoses and zoonotic agents, detailed rules for harmonised monitoring throughout the Community may be established.

Regulation (EC) No 2160/2003 on the control of *Salmonella* and other specified zoonotic agents provides for the setting of Community targets, for reducing the prevalence of *Salmonella* serotypes with public health significance in pig herds. According to this Regulation, the targets shall include in particular the maximum time limits within which the targets shall be reached, the definition of epidemiological units, the definition of the testing schemes necessary to verify the achievement of the targets and, where relevant the definition of the *Salmonella* serotypes with public health significance (whose specific criteria are established in Annex III of the Regulation). Within 18 months following the setting of the targets, Member States shall prepare and submit national control programmes and the Commission shall approve them. The timetable for setting targets for pig production is December 2007 for breeding pigs and December 2008 for slaughter pigs. During the inter-institutional discussions on the draft Regulation, it was agreed that the order may be reversed if this is felt to be more appropriate based on the scientific data available. When defining Community targets for pig production, the Commission shall provide an analysis of the expected costs and benefits, taking into account in particular certain criteria laid down in the Regulation. Before proposing targets, comparable data on *Salmonella* prevalence within the Community shall be available.

---
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In addition, according to the Regulation, it may be decided to establish rules concerning the use of specific control methods, such as vaccines, anti-microbials or substances influencing the porcine intestinal flora environment, in the context of the control programmes. The Regulation lays down that before proposing such rules on specific control methods, the Commission shall consult the European Food Safety Authority.

Finally, the Community legislation allows establishment of control measures at stages of the food-chain after primary production.

**TERMS OF REFERENCE**

The European Food Safety Authority is asked to provide an opinion on the following issues:

- Estimation of the contribution of pig/pork to food-borne salmonellosis,
- Prioritise *Salmonella* serotypes related to pigs according to their current significance for public health and where relevant for this scientific consultation, animal health,
- Identify and assess options for monitoring schemes aimed at detecting/evaluating *Salmonella* prevalence and/or previous exposure to *Salmonella* in pig production, at individual and herd level, indicating their respective advantages and disadvantages, including a comparison between protocols using immunological and bacteriological methods,
- Assess the appropriateness of a progressive approach to reduce the risk to human health from *Salmonella* in different types of pig herds, starting with breeding pigs or with slaughter pigs,
- Identify the advantages and disadvantages of various specific methods at primary production aimed at reducing the risk to human health from the presence of *Salmonella* in pigs,
- Identify options for monitoring and for risk mitigation of *Salmonella* in pork and products there from at different stages of the food chain after primary production.
ASSESSMENT

1. INTRODUCTION

Pork is one of the main sources for human salmonellosis (Wegener and Baggesen, 1996; Berends et al., 1998; Fedorka-Cray et al., 2000) being the source of approximately 20% (5-30%) of the human cases (Steinbach and Hartung, 1999; Hald and Wegener, 1999). Therefore, reduction of Salmonella risks associated with pork can significantly contribute to the protection of human health.

Globally, the basis of modern longitudinal and integrated food safety assurance (LISA) is a generally accepted novel approach designed to address potential food safety problems before they actually appear, and by intervening at points of the food chain where they are expected to appear (Buncic, 2006). Health hazards (harmful agents) enter the food chain at different, sometimes multiple, points; they have to be dealt with at each of those points. However, because events at one point have consequential effects on later points of the chain, control on the index point cannot be effective if applied in isolation and without remedial actions at subsequent points in the food chain. That is, hazards have to be controlled at relevant, multiple points in a coordinated way. Where they cannot be totally eliminated, public health risks can be reduced and it is possible to achieve a “summation effect” of risk reductions in such a longitudinal and integrated system that results in an ultimate risk reduction (i.e. at the point of food consumption) that would be unachievable using other methods. Understandably, because participants in the food chain are numerous, and diverse in profiles and activities, the development and application of this “farm-to-fork” system requires to be both multidisciplinary and science-based.

The main elements of the meat chain and related control tools and measures for dealing with health hazards, which as a generic illustration also apply to the pork chain and Salmonella, are indicated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Operative aspects of the longitudinal and integrated food safety assurance (LISA) concept: example of the meat chain (Buncic, 2006).
2. PIG/PORK PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION

The contribution of pork to the global meat production remained fairly stable over more than a decade at about 38%. Nevertheless regional patterns of production and the trade flows have changed considerably. Several countries which were not to be found among the leading countries a decade ago have been able to develop a very effective swine industry and to become important trade partners. On the other hand, some countries that were ranked among the top pork producers have not been able to hold this position.

Since organisational and managerial conditions of pig and pork production determine to a high degree the occurrence of Salmonella in pigs and pork, pork consumption (quantity and eating habits) determines to a high degree human exposure to Salmonella. In the following sections (a) the European Union (EU) pig and pork production (with special consideration the variations of the production structure in the EU-25 Member States (MS)) is described and the further development is tentatively predicted, and (b) an overview on the pork consumption with its variations within the EU-25 is given.

2.1. Pork production in the EU in a global perspective

Analysis of the regional contribution to the world’s pork production reveals that Europe was until 1980 the leading pork production region in the world. The fast growth of pork production in Asia in the last three decades (the relative increase was 534%) has pushed Europe to the second position in terms of yearly produced tonnes (t) of pork. The position of Europe’s pork production (here, the geographic area of Europe is meant, not the European Union) and its development from 1970 to 2003 is shown in Table 1.

A detailed analysis on the basis of the ten leading countries in pork production in 1990 and 2003 shows a regional concentration process. In 2003 the top ranked countries contributed 76.8% to the global production volume; China alone counted for 47.6%. While the high growth rates in Asia are mainly due to the dynamic growth in China, but Vietnam also ranks among the ten leading countries. Japan and the Netherlands have not been able to hold their position among the leading states, on the other hand, Brazil now ranks as number 6 and Spain as number 4. It is remarkable that among the ten leading pork producing countries, 4 are members of the EU-15 and one (Poland) is a new member of the EU-25 (Table 2).

Pork production shows a great variety of organisational structures and farm size patterns. The organisational pattern ranges from small independent farmers who mainly produce for home consumption and local markets, to vertically integrated agribusiness companies which sell their products on national and international markets. A detailed analysis of the regional pattern shows that the centres of pig production are in most cases closely linked to large and very large pig farms. In addition, the availability of feed, either from domestic production or from imports plays an important role in the development of regions with intensive pig production.
2.2. Pork production in the EU-15- and EU-25

A closer look at the development of pork production in the EU-15 between 1970 and 2003 shows considerable differences between the MS (Table 3).

Following the EU enlargement on May 1st, 2004, there were about 151 million pigs in the EU-25 based on figures from December 2004. Germany with 17.4% has the largest share, followed by Spain, with 16.8%, Poland with 11.5%, France with 10.0% and Denmark with 8.8%.

After China, the EU is the second largest pork producing region in the world. Its pork production in 2005 amounts to about 21 million tonnes, with 17.8 from the EU-15 States (Table 3) and 3.2 million tonnes from the new MS.

Of the new EU members, Poland has by far the largest pork production, with about 2 million tonnes of pork per year, whereas Hungary produces about 0.48 million tonnes, and the Czech Republic about 0.43 million tonnes.

A detailed analysis of the shares of the EU-25 MS reveals the high regional concentration (Table 4).

Germany and Spain contribute 33% to the pig stocks in the EU. The four leading countries have a share of almost 55% of the pig population. Of the new MS, Poland ranks as number 3 in pig stocks. A comparison of the share of the new EU MS shows that they amount for nearly 21% of the pig stocks of the enlarged EU. The high share of the pig stocks is mainly due to the large pig population in Poland. Because of foreseeable foreign investments a rapid increase of pig stocks is expected within the coming years. This will stabilise the position of Poland as one of the major pig producers in Europe. However, other aspects have to be considered. Genetics, feed quality, housing systems, meat quality and safety as well as traceability in the new MS have not yet reached the standards of the leading countries in Central and Western Europe.

Not only pig stocks and the contribution to pork production differ considerably between the MS but also the organisation of pork production. There is a wide range, from independently operating pig farmers via co-operatives to vertically integrated agribusiness companies. This aspect is very important with respect to:

a) the quality of the meat produced and traded,
b) the documentation of the production process,
c) the traceability of the product, and as a consequence,
d) the design and implementation of Salmonella monitoring and reduction programmes.
2.3. Exports of pork from the EU

The EU-15 has been, and the EU-25 now is, the largest pork exporter in the world. In 2004, the EU exported about 1.7 million tonnes, an increase compared to 2003, with 1.4 million tonnes. Denmark plays the most remarkable role due to the well developed structure and organisation of its national pork production system. In 2004, Denmark has exported more than 600 000 tonnes of pork to non-EU countries and leads by far the export activities of the EU. Germany ranks second with 250 000 tonnes of exported pork. France and The Netherlands are the next ranking export countries.

The European exports are targeted at two geographical areas: a) neighbouring countries such as Russia, Bulgaria and Romania, and b) Southeast Asia with Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong and China being the leading importing countries. Japan is not the main importing country in quantitative terms, but it is in monetary terms, since its demands for quality and safety (e.g. Salmonella control programmes) are very high so that only a few EU MS have access to the Japanese pork market.

2.4. Pork consumption in the EU-25

According to estimations conducted by the German Central Market and Price Reporting System (ZMP), the average per capita pork consumption in the EU-25 was 44.3 kg in 2003. The EU per capita consumption can be described according to the amount of pork consumed by different groups:

a) countries with the highest per capita pork consumption in the EU-25 (more than 50.0 kg): Spain with 70.0 kg, Denmark with 56.7 kg, Austria with 56.3 kg, Germany with 55.1 kg;

b) countries with the lowest per capita pork consumption in the EU-25 (less than 30.0 kg): Lithuania with 21.9 kg, the United Kingdom (UK) with 22.1 kg, Greece with 27.1 kg, Estonia with 29.4 kg;

c) countries with a per capita pork consumption between 30.0 and 50.0 kg:
   - 30.0 to 39.9 kg: Finland, Italy, France, Ireland, Sweden, Malta, Slovakia and Slovenia,
   - 40.0 to 49.9 kg: Belgium, The Netherlands, Portugal, Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary.

Additional to the variations in the per capita pork consumption, there is an even more distinct variation in the pork self sufficiency rates (% ratio: produced pork versus consumed pork) of the MS. For instance, Denmark self sufficiency rate is 600%, that of The Netherlands and of Belgium is 223%. In contrast to these high rates, Greece produces only 44% of its pork consumption and the UK with 53% has a very low self sufficiency rate. Due to these differences both in the production quantities and the consumption habits, there is a considerable amount of pig and pork trading between the EU-25 Member States. Major “exporting” countries (that is, EU-internal trade and not true export) are Denmark, The Netherlands, Belgium, France, Germany and increasingly Spain; major “importing” countries are Greece, the UK, Italy and the new MS other than Hungary, Poland and Estonia.
About 20 to 30% of the pork in the EU is purchased fresh by households, restaurants and catering establishments; 70 to 80% is sold as processed products by retailers and butchers.

The major exposure of consumers to health hazards is likely associated with fresh pork; either directly through consuming raw or undercooked pork, or indirectly through cross-contamination of other food items during meal preparation. Of particular concern are the food safety implications of the direct consumption of raw pork (e.g. spiced raw minced pork in Germany and Denmark) and sausages and other delicatessens that consist of raw pork (e.g. salted and smoked without cooking), which are relatively popular in a number of countries.

2.5. Conclusions

The main results of this analysis can be summarised as follows:

- The MS of the EU play an important role in global pig production although due to the dynamic development in Asia and South America, their share has decreased continuously.

- In the EU-25, the regional concentration of pig stocks and pork production is very high. Since joining the EU-15 in 2004, the new MS of the EU have contributed nearly 21% to the EU’s pig stocks and 16.4% to pork production. Pig production systems differ considerably from high-input, intensive and large scale husbandry systems to low-input, extensive, back yard production among the MS.

- The EU continues to dominate global pork exports, but in recent years, most of the trade is between MS, as only about 20% of exports are shipped to third countries. The main exporting countries of the EU (e.g. Denmark and The Netherlands) are confronted with a growing competition of Brazil, Canada, and the United States of America (USA) on the world market for pork.

- Compared to other regions of the world, the EU has a relatively high rate of pork consumption with an average of 44 to 45 kg per capita. Among the countries worldwide with the highest per capita consumption of pork, there are “old” MS such as Spain, Denmark, Austria and Germany, but also “new” MS such as Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary. In terms of the potential exposure of consumers to \textit{Salmonella} spp. from pork, both the amount of pork consumed and eating habits are of importance. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account that in some MS such as Denmark and Germany minced pork is consumed raw and that in France many “delicatessens” are made from raw pork. The consumption of these non or minimally processed pork theoretically increases the \textit{Salmonella} risk due to pork.

The changing demands of the consumers in the EU and in the main pork importing countries will have decisive impacts on the organisation and production goals of the swine industry in the EU and the implementation of \textit{Salmonella} monitoring and control programmes in all EU MS that are more or less harmonised. These measures will have a significant positive effect on the acceptance of pork produced in the EU by its own consumers and the competitiveness of EU pork in the global market.
3. **SALMONELLA IN PORK AND THE HEALTH RISK TO HUMANS**

*Salmonella* spp. are Gram-negative, facultative anaerobe, motile and rod shaped bacteria belonging to the family *Enterobacteriaceae*. At least 2,500 different serovars of *Salmonella* spp. are known and have been placed in two species; *S. enterica* and *S. bongori*. *S. enterica* is divided into six subspecies: *enterica*, *salamae*, *arizonae*, *diarizonae*, *houtenae* and *indica*. Names for *Salmonella* serovars (e.g. *S. enterica* subsp. *enterica* serovar Enteritidis is abbreviated to *Salmonella* Enteritidis) are only maintained for the subspecies *enterica* serovars, which account for most of the *Salmonella* strains isolated from poultry and humans (see Brenner *et al.*, 2000 for the *Salmonella* nomenclature).

*S. Typhi* and most *S. Paratyphi* (A, B and C) cause serious systemic infections in humans. Most of these serovars are specific human pathogens, and are transmitted directly or indirectly from humans to humans. Thus, animals are not a reservoir for these pathogens.

3.1. **Serovars involved in human salmonellosis**

Any serovar that is not animal host-adapted is considered capable of causing gastrointestinal illness of varying severity in humans. However, even serovars that are considered host-adapted, like e.g. *S. Dublin*, can occasionally cause severe human salmonellosis. *S. Enteritidis* and *S. Typhimurium* were the most frequently reported serovars involved in outbreaks of salmonellosis in Europe in the period 1993-1998, being responsible for 77.1% of the outbreaks recorded and occurring in a ratio of approximately 3:1 (WHO, 2001). Also in 2003 *S. Enteritidis* and *S. Typhimurium* where the most frequent reported serovars, accounting for 78.3% of all reported outbreaks and laboratory confirmed cases.

The serovars most frequently reported in humans in EU from 1993 to 2003 from various sources are presented in Tables 5 and 6.

In 2003, the next serovars ranking three to five in more than one country are *S. Agona*, *S. Virchow*, *S. Newport*, *S. Brandenburg*, *S. Derby* (4th in Belgium, 5th in Germany) and *S. Braendrup*. In 2003, *S. Virchow* was the third most frequent serovar isolated from human cases.

3.2. **Epidemiology of non-typhoid salmonellosis in humans in EU**

The zoonotic *Salmonella* spp. causes the so-called non-typhoid salmonellosis that in humans usually presents as a localized enterocolitis. The syndrome usually lasts for 2 to 7 days. Systemic infections sometimes occur, and usually involve the very young, the elderly or the immuno-compromised. A fatal outcome is rare. The excreta of infected persons will contain large numbers of *Salmonella* spp. at the time of onset of illness. Those numbers decrease with the passing of time. Some patients excrete non-typhi *Salmonella* spp. for up three months or longer. Non-typhoid salmonellosis can later give rise to chronic diseases including localized infections in specific tissues or organs, reactive arthritis as well as neurological and neuromuscular illnesses.
In 2004, all MS (except Luxemburg) reported cases of human salmonellosis. Altogether, there were 192 703 reported human cases of salmonellosis in all MS and Norway in 2004. These numbers underestimate the magnitude of the problem, as many cases of salmonellosis are not reported because the ill person either does not visit a physician, no specimen is obtained for laboratory tests, or the laboratory findings are not communicated. Sentinel and population studies carried out in The Netherlands, revealed that the true incidence rate varies from 300 – 400 / 100 000 population (de Wit et al., 2000; Hoogenboom-Verdegaal et al., 1994). Taking into account the degree of under-reporting, the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates the annual number of non-typhoidal salmonellosis cases in the USA to be approximately 1.4 million (Mead et al., 1999) which corresponds to approximately 560 cases per 100 000 inhabitants (see also paragraph 3.4.2.).

In individual countries, the situation is different. In 2004, in EU-25 the incidence ranged from 6.6 to 300.9 per 100 000 inhabitants (EFSA, 2005b). On average 42.2 cases per 100 000 population were reported in 2004, an increase of 22% compared with EU-15 in 2003. This increase is attributed to a higher incidence of salmonellosis in the new MS.

In 9 MS, together with Norway, where salmonellosis is notifiable, data available for the last five years show that the incidence had decreased in 7 States, increased in 2 States and remained steady in 1 (Figure 2).

**Figure 2.** Percentage change in number of cases of reported human salmonellosis in countries with available data and where salmonellosis is notifiable. Reported number of cases in 2004 compared to a five-year mean (1999-2003) (EFSA, 2005b).
Except for Sweden, Norway and Finland, where most cases are associated with imported products, or foreign travels, most reported cases were of domestic origin.

Based on data from 23 MS, S. Enteritidis was the most commonly reported serovar (76%), ranging from 32% to 100%. This serovar is commonly associated with undercooked eggs and poultry meat. S. Typhimurium was identified in 14% of all serotyped isolates. This serovar is associated with the consumption of contaminated animal products particularly pig, poultry and bovine meat. In Sweden and Finland, S. Typhimurium was the most common cause of human cases.

Humans can acquire *Salmonella* spp. infections through the consumption of contaminated foods as well as contaminated drinking water. The Scientific Committee on Veterinary Measures relating to Public Health (SCVMPH) concluded that the food categories possibly posing the greatest hazard to public health include raw meat and some meat products intended to be eaten raw, raw or undercooked products of poultry meat, eggs and products containing raw eggs, unpasteurised milk and some products thereof. Sprouted seeds, unpasteurised fruit juices as well as home-made mayonnaise, are also of major concern (SCVMPH, 2003).

The overall importance of the prevalence of *Salmonella* contamination of the food of animal origin as a main source for human cases of salmonellosis is exemplified in the low prevalence countries Finland, Norway and Sweden (see below). In these countries more than three quarters of the total number of registered human case of salmonellosis are attributed to visits abroad. This is in contrast to the situation in e.g. Denmark and the Netherlands, where roughly the opposite situation exists, as described in Chapter 3.4.2.

### 3.3. Types of food involved

The contribution of the various food categories to the occurrence of domestically acquired human salmonellosis varies between countries and depends on the prevalence of different *Salmonella* serovars in various food production chains, as well as consumption patterns and food preparation practices. Moreover, this picture will also change with time.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) (Tirado and Schmidt, 2000), in Europe in the period 1993 – 1998, the incriminated food was identified in 1 409 outbreaks caused by S. Enteritidis and in 188 outbreaks caused by S. Typhimurium.

Several foods have frequently been responsible for outbreaks caused by S. Typhimurium including egg or egg products, meat and meat products (33%) – predominantly pork meat - and poultry meat products (10%) (Table 7). In industrialised countries, between 5 and 30% of all cases of foodborne salmonellosis had pork incriminated as the actual source (Baird-Parker, 1994).
3.4 Exposure of humans to *Salmonella* through pork

3.4.1 Outbreak data

The role of pork and pork products in *Salmonella* outbreaks has also been established by several case-control studies, and by studies where molecular typing has been used in epidemiological investigations for identifying relations between patients and infection source (Table 7).

In the period 1992 – 1999, in England and Wales, 73 (32%) of 228 meat related outbreaks of foodborne diseases were associated with pig meat. Of these, 35 (15%) were caused by *Salmonella*. The most important serotypes involved were *S. Typhimurium* (13), *S. Enteritidis* (13) and other *Salmonella* serotypes (9) (Smerdon et al., 2001).

In the same period, pig meat-related outbreaks decreased from 13 per year in 1992 to 4 per year in 1999. The data on reported outbreaks or case-control studies alone are used to identify, but not to quantify, the contribution of the various sources to human salmonellosis.

3.4.2 Data based on laboratory surveillance data

In The Netherlands the estimated contribution of travel, farm animals, including pigs and their products to human salmonellosis was presented in the annual report for 2003 of the Dutch Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority.

Using laboratory surveillance typing data of isolates of *Salmonella* spp. the fraction of cases of human salmonellosis that could be attributed to each category of farm animal and their products, or which fraction was of unknown origin including travel, was estimated (Figure 3). Retrospective data were used of isolates derived from humans and farm animals that were routinely sent to the National Reference Laboratory (NRL), at the National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu – RIVM) for serotyping and phagetyping. The estimate exploits the relative host-specificity of *Salmonella* serotypes and phagetypes. In addition to typing data from human isolates, data were used from isolates sent in from broilers (droppings from farms, caeca and meat products), layers (including raw materials for egg products, consumption eggs and materials from farms and hatcheries such as inlay leaflets, fluff, etc.), pigs (both adults, piglets, healthy and sick animals) and cattle (mainly dairy cattle and veal calves, healthy and sick animals). These data allow to trace the most probable origin of the human isolates.

In 2003 the assessed total number of human salmonellosis amounted 50 000 cases (308 case/100 000 population). Of these cases, 22% were associated with consumption of pork; this is equal to 68 human cases per 100 000 inhabitants, which in turn translates to 4 or 5 reported cases per 100 000 inhabitants attributable to the consumption of pork.
Figure 3. Estimated contribution of travel, farm animals and their products to laboratory-confirmed human salmonellosis and estimated *Salmonella* infection cases in the general population of The Netherlands (Laboratory surveillance, RIVM).

In Denmark, Hald *et al.* (2004) developed a mathematical model to calculate the number of domestic and sporadic cases caused by different *Salmonella* serovars and phage types. In 2003 the most important food sources were table eggs and domestically produced pork comprising 47.1% (95% CI: 43.3–50.8%) and 9% (95% CI: 7.8–10.4%) of the cases, respectively.

The estimated mean number of human cases (per 100 000 inhabitants) that could be attributed to various sources in Denmark in the period 1988 to 2004 is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Estimated contribution of broilers, pork and table eggs in *Salmonella* infections in the general population (cases per 100 000) in Denmark in the period 1988 – 2004.
In 2004, the relative contribution of the various sources to human salmonellosis in Denmark is presented in Figure 5.

**Figure 5.** Estimated sources of 1,538 cases of human salmonellosis in Denmark, 2004.

The domestically produced pork was responsible for 9% (95% CI: 7.1–11.4%) of the cases of human salmonellosis. Imported pork was responsible for 5% (95% CI: 4.4–6.3%) of cases.

### 3.5. Conclusions

- Based on the available statistics, pork is a significant source of human foodborne salmonellosis in EU.
- The most common serovar causing human foodborne infections from pork is *S. Typhimurium*, although many other serovars are involved as well.
- The participation of pork-associated salmonellosis in foodborne salmonellosis varies between countries.
- All *Salmonella* serovars are to be regarded as a hazard for public health.
- Overall, the proportion of *Salmonella* cases in humans of domestic origin reflects the efficiency of the *Salmonella* control. In low prevalence areas (Finland, Sweden) less than one quarter of human cases is of domestic origin, whereas in medium and high prevalence countries roughly the opposite situation exists.
4. SALMONELLA SEROVAR DISTRIBUTION IN FEED, PIGS AND PORK IN EU AND NORWAY

Monitoring programmes are in place in several MS, such as, for example surveillance based on swab samples of carcasses (see Annex II). Although figures are not directly comparable as methods are not fully harmonized in these countries, the prevalence ranged from 0% (Sweden, Norway), 0.1% (Finland), 0.8% (Denmark) to 12.3% (Belgium) in 2004 (EFSA, 2005b). Twenty-one MS reported data on Salmonella prevalence collected at different stages of production. Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Germany, Hungary, Latvia and Poland reported less than 1.5% of sample positive at slaughter, while Italy reported less than 5%, Spain, Portugal, Belgium between 10 and 20% and Malta 32.8% of positive samples (EFSA, 2005b).

Data on herd prevalence showed that 29.4% of fattening pig herds tested in The Netherlands and 25.4% of batches of fattening pigs tested in Italy were Salmonella infected (EFSA, 2005b). In Belgium 92% of pig herds were found positive (Cook et al., 2005), while in the UK it has been estimated that about 50% of herds are Salmonella infected and in Denmark 11% of slaughter pig herds were found infected (Christensen et al., 2002). In low prevalence countries the situation is more favourable; for example, in Sweden no Salmonella infected pig herd was found in 2004 (EFSA, 2005b).

In 2004, in animal and vegetable derived feed material between 0-7.5% and 0-7.6% respectively of samples were positive in EU-25 (EFSA, 2005b). Figures are not comparable between countries and it can only be concluded that Salmonella is not an uncommon finding in feed raw material. In compound feedingstuffs Salmonella contamination in pig feed ranged from 0-1.9%, showing that at present contaminated feed is a means of introducing Salmonella in pig herds.

Several different serovars are detected in the final product reflecting deficiencies in Salmonella control in feed and feed mills. Although no conclusion can be drawn about the frequency of the different serovars, it can be seen that the most common serovars in pig production (S. Typhimurium and S. Derby) are not the most commonly occurring serovars found in feed (Table 8).

Overall, at the EU level, S. Typhimurium and S. Derby were the most commonly reported serovars in pigs during 2000-2004 (European Commission, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005; EFSA, 2005b), and account for approximately 50-60% and 6-20% respectively of all reported serovars in pigs. Many other serovars are reported, however, none of which account for more that 5% of all isolates (Table 9). However in individual countries the situation may be different and may vary significantly from year to year.

S. Typhimurium and S. Derby were the most commonly serovars reported in pork in EU Member States during 2001-2004 (European Commission, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005; EFSA, 2005b), and account for approximately 35-55% and 15-20% respectively of all serovars reported. Many other serovars are reported, however, none of these account for more that 5% of all isolates (Table 10). Meanwhile, in individual
countries the situation may be different and the distribution of serovars in individual countries may also vary significantly from year to year.

4.1. Conclusions

- The data available are too limited to permit a true comparison between MS, so an in depth evaluation for all MS could not be made. However, it is clear that the prevalence of Salmonella in pigs and pork differs considerably between MS.
- Overall at the EU-level, S. Enteritidis is the most common serovar found in human foodborne infections along with S. Typhimurium, to a lesser extent.
- S. Derby plays a minor role in human infections, although it is the second most common serovar found in pig and pork.
- Overall at the EU-level, at present, S. Typhimurium and S. Derby are by far the most common serovars in pigs. These serovars are also the most common serovars in pork. However, serovar distribution is variable over time and the situation in individual MS may, therefore, vary.
- A wide range of other serovars occurs sporadically in pigs and in pork, and these serovars can occasionally cause foodborne salmonellosis in humans.

5. DETECTION METHODS AND METHODS FOR SURVEILLANCE OF SALMONELLA

5.1. Bacteriological methods - Current methodology

Isolation of Salmonella from the pork production chain is a prerequisite for the estimation of the prevalence of infection at primary production and the frequency of contamination of pork products. Isolation can only be performed by the use of bacteriological examination. Isolation of Salmonella is also necessary for the characterisation of the different serovars involved, for assessing the extent of antimicrobial resistance, for tracing of infections, e.g. in outbreaks, and for risk assessment, e.g. of different types of products. The result of the isolation and subsequent studies and estimations will, however, be influenced by the bacteriological method applied, as no diagnostic method has a sensitivity of 100%.

Salmonella can be readily isolated from samples originating from pigs or pig herds showing clinical signs of salmonellosis. In such cases, the pigs excrete high numbers of bacteria in their faeces; these can be detected directly, without any enrichment, by plating on selective agars. However, clinical infection in pigs is rare compared to the occurrence of subclinical infection. The latter is characterised by animals being infected without showing any signs of illness and these animals may be presented for slaughter, becoming a source of contamination for the slaughter plant and products. Subclinically infected animals typically exhibit intermittent excretion of low numbers of Salmonella in their faeces; this challenges methods of bacteriological isolation. Salmonella can, however, be isolated from intestinal lymph nodes, reflecting a localised intestinal infection, a previous exposure to Salmonella or, possibly, spread from internal organs as a consequence of generalised infection.
The sensitivity of the bacteriological methods depends on both the isolation media used and the matrix of the samples (type and amount) that are investigated.

Enrichment media should allow resuscitation and multiplication of low numbers of microorganisms. Furthermore, the media must have a composition that favours the growth of *Salmonella* and suppresses the growth of the strong competing bacterial flora also found in faeces. Compared to faeces, lymph nodes and meat have a lower level of competitive flora, and *Salmonella* will, even when present in low numbers, be more readily isolated from such materials. Several studies describe a variety of methods for detection of *Salmonella* from different materials (Busse, 1995; Dam-Deisz *et al.*, 2003; Korver *et al.*, 2003; Korver *et al.*, 2004; Mooijman, 2004; Voogt *et al.*, 2001). Their results cannot be readily compared, as study designs are not consistent and therefore, it is not possible to identify a single method as the most sensitive in all cases. There is a need for harmonisation, standardisation and quality assurance of the methods applied as well as the nature and the quantity of the materials to be analysed.

Standard methods for the isolation of *Salmonella*, e.g. ISO 6579 (ISO, 2002), have been developed and evaluated in relation to the analysis of food and feed. As the matrix has considerable influence on the performance of the method due to e.g. levels of competitive flora, methods developed for analysis of food cannot be assumed to be appropriate for analysis of materials from primary animal production, e.g. faeces. In recent years, efforts have been made to develop and evaluate a standard bacteriological method for the isolation of *Salmonella* from samples from primary animal production. These studies have resulted in the addition of an annex to the established ISO-method7.

The method for the analysis of material from primary animal production has been evaluated in the network of CRL-*Salmonella* in a comparative study among the National Reference Laboratories (NRLs) of the MS (Korver *et al.*, 2003; Korver *et al.*, 2004). Thus, the method has been harmonised amongst the NRLs and every MS now has experience in the use of this method.

The method is a horizontal qualitative method, which provides results as *Salmonella* is detected or not. The background for this is that the method includes several enrichment steps and consequently, the number of colonies at the final stage does not correspond directly to the number of bacteria in the initial sample. Such results can be used for prevalence studies, surveillance and control programmes. In relation to risk assessment and consumer protection, quantitative methods that state the actual number of bacteria present are also desirable. Enumerations of *Salmonella* are at present very laborious and have to be performed by Most Probable Number (MPN) techniques.

The significance of the choice of matrix for bacteriological examination is demonstrated by comparing the sensitivity of isolation from different matrices. In

---

subclinically infected herds, slaughter pigs present chronic infections with only intermittent excretion, with a low level of salmonellae in faeces (Wilcock and Schwartz, 1992). Therefore, the examination of individual faecal samples from pigs has a poor sensitivity. For faecal samples the sensitivity has been reported to vary between 9% (swabs) and 78% (25g faeces) (Funk et al., 2000) and 10-80% (Hurd et al., 2001a). However, when used on a herd basis, where all animals are included in the examination, as done in the Nordic control programmes (excl. Denmark), the herd sensitivity increases, especially when repeatedly applied. In such cases negative faecal culture of the whole herd (individual samples on adult pigs and pooled pen samples on young pigs/finishers), performed twice, with one month interval, will ensure, with a higher confidence, that all animals are free from Salmonella.

A positive correlation has been reported between the prevalence of Salmonella in faecal samples collected on farm and in ileocaecal lymph node samples, suggesting that the prevalence of Salmonella spp. at slaughter can be predicted from pre-slaughter on-farm sampling and vice versa (Bahnson et al., 2005). However, Nollet et al. (2004) considered that the prevalence of infected lymph nodes reflected the Salmonella status on the farm only if cross-contamination with animals from other farms had not occurred between transport of pigs from the farm to slaughterhouse or it was negligible.

The number of caecal/intestinal lymph nodes analysed can be expected to influence the sensitivity of the analysis. In an investigation by Sorensen et al. (2004), only one caecal lymph node was analysed, whereas in the surveillance at Swedish slaughterhouses at least five lymph nodes from the same animal are pooled in one sample. The latter procedure can be expected to be more sensitive, since more lymph nodes are investigated altogether.

It has been suggested that environmental sampling using e.g. a pair of socks, in pig farms, as used in broiler flocks (Skov et al., 1999), could likewise have a higher sensitivity compared to pooled individual faecal samples (Beloeil et al., 2004a, Korsak et al., 2003). The use of such sampling method could be further evaluated as a simpler and more sensitive alternative to faecal samples, for example, when used to establish the true Salmonella status of pens or batches of finishing pigs immediately prior to slaughter (as done with poultry). An additional option is sampling of manure in the lorry at the time of unloading. Fractioned sampling during unloading represents a large number of pigs at the same time increasing sensitivity considerably. In the UK, it was found that the use of pooled pen floor faeces gave a useful measure of herd prevalence (Arnold et al., 2005). In that study the highest sensitivity (67%) was achieved when the maximum (20) number of individual pigs contributed to a pool of 25g, assuming the within-pen prevalence was 25%.

5.2. Immunological methods

5.2.1. Basic Principles
Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) tests detect antibodies against Salmonella and are therefore indirect tests that measure previous exposure to Salmonella. Therefore, an animal that is ELISA positive may no longer be infected, in
contrast to a pig that is bacteriologically positive. Likewise, ELISA negative animals can be recently infected if testing is performed before detectable levels of antibodies have been produced. These facts have important consequences for the interpretation of test results which are described in Chapter 5.2.2.

All available ELISAs are based on Lipo-Poly-Saccharide (LPS) antigens. LPS-antigens are a part of the cell wall of many bacteria but are very specific for each kind of bacteria. In the case of *Salmonella* the LPS is specific for each serogroup. LPS is very immunogenic and therefore, pigs may react to infection with *Salmonella* by producing specific antibodies. Usually several serogroup-antigens are included in an ELISA, so called mix-ELISA. A microbiological survey of the pig population of interest should be conducted before an ELISA test is developed or applied so that the serogroups that are present are known and their prevalence is established. This approach ensures that the design of the test is optimised.

Harmonisation of methods, by agreement on methodology and calibration, of ELISA tests is a prerequisite if the results of surveillance are to be comparable between countries (van der Heijden, 2001; van der Wolf *et al.*, 2001a). Studies have shown that results of different commercial ELISA kits may not be interchangeable (Meija *et al.*, 2003). It has also been suggested that international reference samples should be made available to ensure a minimum level of sensitivity (van der Heijden, 2001) and specificity.

5.2.2. Test characteristics

Test characteristics depend on several factors such as:

5.2.2.1. Technical design

The ELISA test can be designed with a focus on specific serogroups that occur in a region (e.g. *Salmonella* Typhimurium and therefore serogroup B) or which are of interest for other reasons. The inclusion of LPS from different serogroups may influence the sensitivity of the test. In principal, antibodies against serogroups (O-antigens) that have not contributed LPS to the test cannot be demonstrated by the test. However, some cross-reactivity might occur (e.g. between serogroups B and D1). In Denmark, the ELISA was estimated to detect antibodies against 90-95% of the serovars found in the field; in The Netherlands this figure was 89% (Baggesen *et al.*, 1996; van der Wolf *et al.*, 1999). Changes in serovar distribution in the field resulting in a change of serogroup representation will affect the sensitivity of the ELISA and will require repeated bacteriological investigations.

5.2.2.2. Cut-off

In the original publication of the method applied in Denmark by Nielsen *et al.* (1995) a scientific cut-off of OD%>10 was established. However, another cut-off was adopted by the Danish National monitoring scheme (Mousing *et al.*, 1997). Changing the cut-off will affect both the sensitivity and specificity. When the cut-off is increased from the scientific cut-off of OD%>10 to OD%>20 or even OD%>40, as in the Danish *Salmonella* Monitoring System (Alban *et al.*, 2002b), the sensitivity drops dramatically. With an increase in the cut-off from OD%>10 to OD%>40 the apparent
prevalence in finishers decreases to about 45% of that estimated using the OD%>10 cut-off (23.7 to 10.4 and 24.5 to 11.1) (van der Wolf et al., 2001a). In sows, the effect is even more dramatic, when the cut-off is set at OD%>40 the number of sows found positive is only 16 – 17% of the number found positive at an OD%>10 (60.4 to 9.9)(van der Wolf et al., 2001a). Comparable results were found by Nollet et al. (2005) in Belgium.

5.2.2.3. Stage of infection
The interval between the peak of the bacteriological and serological response ranges from one to a few weeks for experimental infections (Lo Fo Wong et al., 2004; van Winsen et al., 2001) up to approximately two months under natural conditions (Kranker et al., 2003). This means that in the early stages of an infection, pigs will be seronegative, while positive bacteriological results may be obtained. In later stages of infection when pigs may have cleared themselves of Salmonella, antibodies may still be present, classifying the pigs as seropositive. Therefore serological testing provides a measure of historical exposure that may not correlate closely to microbiological findings at the time of sampling. However, latent carriers and intermittent shedders that are difficult to detect bacteriologically can be identified immunologically (Lo Fo Wong et al., 2004).

5.2.2.4. Serovar
The stimulation of the immune system varies for different serovars and results in different antibody responses (van Winsen et al., 2001). Seropositivity tends to be related to the presence of S. Typhimurium (Stege et al., 2000). Van Winsen et al. (2001) concluded that in general S. Typhimurium will give a clear response, whereas for S. Panama or S. Goldcoast the antibody responses were poor or not detected. However, exhaustive testing for all serovars found in pigs has not been conducted.

5.2.2.5. Passive immunity
Under field conditions, piglets ingest colostrum from their dam who might be seropositive, thus resulting in passive immunity in these piglets. These maternal antibodies persist for about 8 to 10 weeks, and so, for practical purposes, the ELISA is not used to determine whether piglets under the age of 10 weeks are or have been infected with Salmonella. However, this issue requires further investigation (Kranker et al., 2003; van der Heijden et al., 1998).

5.2.2.6. Failure of seroconversion
Some individuals who are unable to react immunologically to the infection will not seroconvert even though they are truly infected with a serovar that normally would lead to a raised antibody level (van Winsen et al., 2001). Part of the explanation for this is genetic resistance to infection in some pigs (van Diemen et al., 2002). This phenomenon may occur in 1 or 2 % of pigs (Nielsen et al., 1995); however, this percentage is hard to establish.

5.2.3. Sensitivity
The sensitivity of the ELISA test is its ability to detect antibodies against a defined range of Salmonella serogroups, indicating prior exposure.
The sensitivity at individual level has been reported to be 80-90% (Nielsen et al., 1995; Chow et al., 2004), but depends on many factors, as described above. In reality the sensitivity may, however, be lower. For example, for modelling purposes, the minimum sensitivity of the Danish mix-ELISA was assumed to be as low as 50% (Alban et al., 2002b).

Serology can be used as a screening test to determine herd status at a point in time and for continuous monitoring by repeated sampling. The interpretation of immunological results is not always straightforward, and, furthermore, bacteriological and immunological results will often not correspond at either herd or individual level. However, given that the specificity of the ELISA is high (with the exception of pigs tested in Sweden where specificity was shown to be lower, as may also be the case in other low prevalence areas), a positive immunological result will most likely reflect an infection with *Salmonella*, past or present, in an individual pig (Lo Fo Wong et al., 2004).

The general conclusion of several studies (Nielsen et al., 1995; Stege et al., 1997; Christensen et al., 1999; Sorensen et al., 2000) is that immunological assessment was reliable mainly at herd level and was especially well suited for identifying high-prevalence herds (Alban et al., 2002a; Casey et al., 2004). In high-prevalence herds there was usually a long-term problem present and the herd status was anticipated to be relatively stable over time (Chaunchom, 2003; Nielsen et al., 1995).

In low-prevalence herds, major infection incidents may occur and consequently changes in the *Salmonella* status of such herds can be anticipated (van der Wolf et al., 2001b). Using immunology in such herds will have the drawback of not identifying such changes rapidly because of the time lag between infection and seroconversion. Van der Wolf et al. (2003) pointed out the importance of examining recently collected serological samples to confirm the continuing low prevalence of infection in herds. Several authors have shown that the *Salmonella* status changes frequently both within herds as well as in groups within herds over time (Rajic et al., 2005; Carlson and Blaha, 2001). However, in order to identify *Salmonella*-free herds, bacteriological examination is necessary in addition to serological testing (van der Wolf et al., 2003).

5.2.4. Specificity

In the case of the ELISA, the purpose of the test is to detect antibodies that indicate current or previous infection with the *Salmonella* serogroups that are incorporated into the test. Thus, the specificity of the ELISA test is defined as its ability to correctly identify as negative, i.e. not infected, those pigs that do not have antibodies against the *Salmonella* serogroups incorporated in the test.

The specificity of an ELISA test has been evaluated by looking at the results of sera from Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) herds, longitudinal studies in seronegative herds (van der Wolf et al., 2001b) and the results of the ring trial for *Salmonella* ELISAs (van der Heijden, 2001). It can be assumed that the specificity of the *Salmonella*-ELISAs is high at the scientific cut-off (van der Heijden, 2001).
An exception was found in Sweden where 4% (122 out of 3050) of finishing pigs tested using the Danish mix-ELISA were found to be positive (OD% 20-70) (Lo Fo Wong and Hald, 2000). As Sweden has a long standing intensive surveillance and control program for Salmonella in swine, the animals which tested positive could be considered to be Salmonella-free; however, the origin of these antibodies could not be established (Wiuff et al., 2002). This result shows that care is required when implementing an existing immunological test in a new geographical area without prior investigation of possible background problems and of the general bacteriological profile (i.e. bacteriological survey) of a larger number of animals in that region (Wiuff et al., 2002; Davies et al., 2003; Hamilton et al., 2003). At present the ELISA is not sufficiently evaluated for use in low prevalence areas.

5.3. Choosing bacteriological versus immunological methods: concluding remarks

In the previous sections the principles and the advantages and disadvantages of bacteriological and immunological analysis methods have been described. The elements are summarised in Table 11. The two approaches are very different and the choice of method to be used will depend on the actual situation and the questions that are required to be answered. However, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- the bacteriological methods express the actual infection status of the animal, including transmission or recent contamination. It detects all serovars. The actual infectious agent or agents will be isolated, which makes further characterisation of e.g. serovar and antimicrobial resistance profiles possible. However, the analytical procedure is laborious.

- The immunological methods express a previous exposure to the infectious agent by detecting specific antibodies against Salmonella. The method can identify carriers or animals already cleared of infection. It detects only those serogroups included in the test and therefore newly emerging serovars may not be detected. The method can be automated, and it is less laborious.

Both methods require to be defined and harmonised. Quality assurance has to be applied in order to produce results that can be compared with confidence between laboratories/countries. Results obtained using bacteriological methods and immunological methods, for the reasons stated above, cannot be compared directly.

5.3.1. Alternative methods (future perspective)

Conventional bacteriological isolation methods are costly and time consuming, as can be seen from the flow chart of the ISO methods (Table 12). Therefore, much effort has been made to develop rapid methods for the detection of Salmonella. In general, the principle of such alternative methods is to enable a rapid screening of all samples by which means the suspect positive samples can be identified. The screening performed in these alternative methods can be either immunologically based or Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) based. In the former test only certain serovars will be detected, while in the latter all serovars will be detected. An automated PCR-test system is available to monitor Salmonella in pig herds, allowing the investigation of
thousands of faeces samples for *Salmonella* spp. or specified strains in a period as short as a day or earlier in the future (Malorny and Hoorfar, 2005). Before use, however, alternative methods have to be formally validated in relation to the specific material to be sampled and tested in the course of investigations/surveillance.

In the near future, diagnostic DNA microarray-based methods potentially address questions for family, genus, species, subspecies, strain identification, and genotypic characterisation, as well as the presence of several crucial genetic markers such as for antibiotic resistance and virulence. The diagnostic potential of microarrays has been reviewed (Ye *et al.*, 2001; Bodrossy and Sessitsch, 2004; Stöver *et al.*, 2004). This approach is now poised for introduction into diagnostic laboratories.

### 5.4. Methods for surveillance

The purpose of surveillance is to provide information to be used by decision makers. It is vital to think through the objectives and also put them into writing before designing a surveillance program. Periodical evaluations shall be done and provision for such evaluation included in a surveillance system (Toma *et al.*, 1999).

Surveys and surveillance can describe and quantify a disease status at a given moment or its behaviour over time and in space in a given population. When designing surveillance it is important that the sample is representative of the target population. The design and especially the sampling strategy are defined by the objectives of the survey. A key question is the unit of concern, e.g. individual carcass, animal, herds/certain types of herds or maybe region (Toma *et al.*, 1999). The level of detail of a disease spatial distribution will also affect sampling design; for instance, is it sufficient with an overall estimate of disease frequency in a country or herd or should smaller units with different prevalences be identified (Toma *et al.*, 1999)? For example, it has been shown that separate slaughter of seronegative pig herds can lead to a decrease in the prevalence of *Salmonella*-contaminated pork after slaughter (Swanenburg *et al.*, 2001b). In such cases, surveillance of the end product (carcasses) could preferably be done on a slaughterhouse basis or stratified using separate slaughter batches. When a study includes disease information over time the level of detail required will affect the frequency of sampling, for example when seasonal, annual or other temporal changes require to be identified (Toma *et al.*, 1999). *Salmonella* prevalence can change rapidly over a short period, as has been shown in low-seroprevalence countries/herds. In endemic regions, it can be expected that *Salmonella* infections will occur regularly as long as salmonellae are present in the animal environment, in feed and in animals that are brought into the herd. If such changes are to be detected rapidly, then such herds have to be sampled frequently (van der Wolf *et al.*, 2001b).

If certain (usually small) herds are not included in the programme, this has to be considered. If such pigs are slaughtered at the same slaughterhouses they may still be a risk of contamination. Husbandry systems where pigs are kept outside total confinement (pasture, free range etc.) are at an increased risk of getting infected with *Salmonella* (van der Wolf *et al.*, 2001a). Any population prevalence estimate should
be stratified in order to monitor these kinds of herds separately from total confined housing.

Understanding the characteristics of the test is essential. When estimating the sensitivity and specificity of a test, it is essential that the study population is representative of the target population (e.g. those animals to which the test will be applied in the future). This representativeness refers to attributes of animal being tested; for example age, breed and also environmental factors that might affect the sensitivity or specificity of the test (Dohoo et al., 2003).

When establishing the sample size needed, it is important that the sensitivity of the test at individual and herd level is taken into account. This is especially true for Salmonella where the sensitivity of tests is not high. Failure to consider an imperfect sensitivity of a test will lead to an underestimation of prevalence and reduced power to detect Salmonella infected herds. The expected within herd prevalence should also be taken into account. It can be expected that, as risk management actions are taken, the within herd prevalence decreases and consequently a larger sample size is needed to identify an infected herd.

To assess the infection dynamics in a Salmonella infected herd, repeated sampling in different cohorts (clusters) of animals is required. Point estimates of pre-harvest prevalence in subclinically infected herds are not reliable as variations occur in Salmonella prevalence between cohorts within systems and over time (Funk et al., 2001; Beloeil et al., 2003; Kranker et al., 2003).

Surveillance can also, apart from quantifying disease, be aimed at detecting disease as soon as possible, by sampling at critical control points. When disease prevalence becomes very low such sampling may be more appropriate than to quantify disease occurrence. An example of such surveillance is the Salmonella control in feed where it is crucial to rapidly identify and eliminate the risk of any Salmonella contaminated batch (Häggblom, 1994a). However, results of such surveillance are difficult to compare between countries/regions.

Movement of live animals, carcasses and meat between countries may interfere with surveillance results and it is preferable that knowledge about such exists. Finally, the cost and what sampling procedures and analysis are practically possible should be considered when designing surveillance.

Recent modelling studies have shown that focusing control on high prevalence herds (level 2 and 38) may not be the optimal strategy. The greatest public health benefit was obtained from modest improvements in all farms rather than large improvements in farms with only a high prevalence (Alban and Stark, 2005; Cook et al., 2005). Funk et al. (2005) concluded that further evaluation of the impact of Salmonella serovar present on farms on seroprevalence and the relationship of on-farm seroprevalence with food safety risk are needed prior to utilising serology for pre-harvest Salmonella
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diagnostics in the USA swine herd (Funk et al., 2005). It should also be emphasized that immunological surveillance regularly has to be supplemented by bacteriological culture method in order to detect possibly emerging serovars, which might not be included in the ELISA and therefore not captured in the surveillance.

5.5. Conclusions on detection methods and methods for surveillance for Salmonella

Different applications for bacteriology and immunology can be distinguished:

- **Bacteriology** can be used where:
  - isolation of the strain is necessary for identification;
  - information about all Salmonella infections (all serovars) is needed;
  - antimicrobial resistance testing is needed;
  - the present Salmonella status of individual animals is needed;
  - description on the general diversity of infections with different serovars in a population is the aim of the investigation;
  - the evaluation of Salmonella-free status of herds is required.

- **Immunology** can be of use for the screening of large numbers of blood and other samples, for example for monitoring the effectiveness of control programmes in endemic regions or establishing the current immunological status of a population (e.g. herd) and the prevalence of infection with particular serovars.

Sustained compliance with detailed procedures is required in order to harmonize the collection, processing and reporting of comparable data from MS.

6. RISK MITIGATION OPTIONS FOR SALMONELLA

6.1. General options

6.1.1. Strategic approach

Most periodically have seen dramatic and often a continuously ongoing increase in human outbreaks of salmonellosis originating from infections in animals. Therefore attention has been increasingly focused on the prevention and control of Salmonella in animal production, by bodies such as WHO (WHO, 1993a), World Organization for Animal Health (Office International des Epizooties – OIE) (Wierup, 1994) and the EU (Dir 92/117/EEC). The need for global cooperation in the control of salmonellosis was also emphasized (Bögel, 1991). Primarily, attention was concentrated on the poultry production. Today the need to control Salmonella also in swine production is increasingly focused.

In 1980, WHO formulated three lines of defence for the control of Salmonella which are still valid (WHO, 1980):

a) the first line focuses on the control of Salmonella in the food producing animal (Pre-harvest control),
b) the second line deals with improvement of hygiene during slaughter and further processing of meat (Harvest control),

c) the third line concentrates on the final preparation of the food by education of the industry and consumer to obtain application of correct hygienic principles at consumer level (Post-harvest control).

In this report the mitigations options are considered according to that strategic approach formulated by the WHO. The definition of harvest for the purpose of this report covers the part of the food chain beginning with the transport of the slaughter animals from the farm gate, the lairage phase, slaughtering itself, up to the cooling of the carcasses. The farmer usually can influence the status of the slaughter animals only up to the point of transport to the slaughterhouse. Therefore harvest is separated from pre-harvest at this stage. The post-harvest level includes cutting and processing, production of raw, fermented or “safe products” (in respect to Salmonella contamination) up to retail and consumer levels.

A successful prevention of food borne salmonellosis originating from pork has to involve all those three lines. Today it also seems to be generally accepted that, both from an economic and an epidemiological point of view, it is necessary to focus on the control at the production level. The previously often supported strategy that it is possible to control Salmonella only at consumer level, i.e. only the third line of defence, have been abandoned (Wierup, 1995).

Also outside the EU, the control of Salmonella at farm level has long been considered as an important part of the pre-harvest pathogen reduction schemes that increasingly have been introduced to supplement traditional meat inspection which cannot of itself, control contamination by Salmonella (USDA, 1993).

### 6.1.2. Serovars to be controlled

Historically, the control of Salmonella was firstly directed to those serovars causing diseases and economic losses in animals. The swine-adapted serovar, Salmonella Choleraesuis, has therefore been the subject of special focus and may be the reason why the relative prevalence of that serovar has decreased significantly and why to-day it is only rarely isolated in many MS in contrast to the situation in USA (Chiu et al., 2004). However, those Salmonella strains that cause disease in animals cannot be strictly limited to specific serovars and any serovar, including those that infect swine or colonize their intestine, is a potential hazard to human health (Chapter 3). This means that actions taken to prevent foodborne salmonellosis in humans originating from swine principally have to direct against all serovars of Salmonella. However, a strategy on preventive measures that is limited to a few selected serovars can be expected to have a preventive effect also on most other serovars because most serovars of Salmonella have major epidemiological elements in common. If such a strategy is applied, supporting surveillance is needed to detect, and prevent an increase in the prevalence in the production chain, of serovars that are not the particular subject of focus. In the absence of intervention, the latter serovars may later become widely spread throughout the food chain and reach epidemic proportions (Chapter 5). Experience has shown that the pattern of the annual incidence of the most
frequently isolated serovars varies considerably and that substantial changes can occur.

6.2. Pre-harvest control

6.2.1. General risk mitigation options

There have been numerous scientific publications and internationally based workshops, consultations and recommendations on farming under microbiological control and *Salmonella* reduction schemes (e.g. WHO, 1983; CEC, 1984; WHO, 1989; WHO, 1992; WHO, 1993a; WHO, 1993b).

In a review for OIE (Wierup, 1994) on the knowledge and experiences on the prevention of salmonellosis in livestock farms, it was concluded that the control of *Salmonella* can follow general rules that have been successfully applied to the control of other infectious diseases (Wierup, 2002). Of fundamental importance is the fact that monitoring programmes require to be set up by which means *Salmonella*-infected herds and animals are identified and procedures laid down in order to find and remove the sources of infection and prevent its further spread. The ultimate objective is to produce *Salmonella*-free animals. It is emphasized that *Salmonella* is a pathogen and not a ubiquitous bacterium or a normal inhabitant of the intestinal flora of domestic animals, as has previously been claimed.

In contrast to the relatively uniform concept for surveillance and control of *Salmonella* in poultry production, no specific guidelines for corresponding actions appear to have been formulated for swine production. However, the same principles are applicable and so the principles presented here are of particular relevance.

6.2.2. Specific aspects

6.2.2.1. Source of infection

The primary and main source of *Salmonella* infection in swine production, and also in the whole food production chain, is the *Salmonella*-infected food-producing animal. Excreted bacteria infect neighbouring animals on the farm and a contamination of the environment takes place with infections transmitted to rodents and other animals of the wild fauna. When moved, the *Salmonella*-infected animals are an effective introducer of the infection to new holdings.

During the acute phase of the disease, pigs will shed up to $10^6 - 10^7$ *Salmonella* bacteria per gram of faeces (Smith and Jones, 1967; Gutzman *et al.*, 1976) and the disease-producing dose is of a magnitude of $10^8$ to $10^{11}$ cells (Schwartz, 1999). Wilcock and Schwartz (1992) concluded that in most instances *Salmonella* establish clinically inapparent infection of unknown duration which is of significance as a potential zoonosis, but usually not to the hosting pig. Under conditions of stress the usual non-pathogenic serovars may cause disease, but normally disease results only from infections with *S. Choleraesuis* or *S. Typhimurium*.

The environment may also act as a source of infection, but even if *Salmonella* bacteria can survive for long periods in the environment, no significant multiplication usually
occurs. Furthermore, *Salmonella* infections in e.g. rodents and wild fauna, are generally secondary to the infection of the farm animals, even though infection cycles may continue independent of a continuous input of *Salmonella* bacteria from the farm animals. In a review on the survival of *Salmonella* in the environment, Murray (1991) concludes that control of *Salmonella* must start with a significant decrease in the number of organisms that are discharged into the environment.

6.2.2.2. Live animals

In order to combat the source of infection, the primary action is to identify the *Salmonella*-infected animals or group of animals at the livestock farm. Methods for this are available and have been summarized in a WHO consultation (WHO, 1994) for the poultry production. Corresponding guidelines have not been worked out for the pig production but have since long successfully been applied in the Scandinavian countries. The current status of knowledge is presented in Chapter 5.

Animals found to be infected may be temporarily raised under isolation and controlled conditions but finally all infected animals must be sent to slaughter followed by appropriate inspection.

Consequently, bringing infected pigs into the herd is likely to be the most common means of introduction of *Salmonella*. To prevent this risk it is necessary to have access to certified *Salmonella*-free herds or pigs. Today this is possible when buying SPF-animals where *Salmonella* is part of the definition of SPF, which is exceptional and in the EU primarily limited to Denmark in addition to Sweden and Finland where the whole swine production have reached a virtually *Salmonella*-free status.

In the absence of “guaranteed *Salmonella*-free replacement animals” other ways have to be used to limit the risk of introducing *Salmonella* by incoming animals. Generally pigs should be introduced only from herds of the same or higher health status. Integrated production limits the need for introducing animals from other herds and thereby the risk of introducing *Salmonella* infected animals. Networking between producers is found to be an effective way to prevent respiratory and enteric infections should be a suitable way also for limiting the risk of introducing *Salmonella* by incoming animals. From research in the UK it became clear that sow herds that do not buy replacement gilts have a lower risk of being infected with *Salmonella* than herds that do buy replacement gilts. Isolation of incoming animals is an additional step to decrease the risk that *Salmonella* shed by subclinically infected animals following the transport is introduced to the new herd (Chapter 6.3.1).

There is undoubtedly a strong genetic association with resistance to salmonellosis in a number of economically important domestic species. However, as yet, selective breeding for resistance traits is not utilized in control of disease or the carriage of *Salmonella* in any of these species (Wigley, 2004).

6.2.2.3. Hygiene and husbandry

Optimal hygiene and management routines are of major importance for the ability of animals to withstand exposure to *Salmonella* and to minimise a possible subsequent
spread of the agent within a farm. Improvement of the hygienic and management procedures must be implemented as a natural part of the control of *Salmonella*. Guidelines and recommendations have been presented by, e.g. WHO (1983), Blood and Radostits (1989) and Schwartz (1999) as well as on vector control (WHO 1993b). Generally such actions, as exemplified below, are cost effective, considering their preventive effects also toward other infectious diseases.

All-in/all-out systems with thorough cleaning and disinfection between batches effectively prevent spread of infections. In the EU Salinpork project, the risk of testing seropositive for *Salmonella* infection at slaughter was found to be twice as high in herds with a continuous production system compared to herds with batch production (Lo Fo Wong and Hald, 2000). Raising of pigs without mixing of animals from different sources or ages, e.g. through group farrowing and subsequent raising of piglets up to slaughter without mixing of animals from other sources, has proved to be a good health supporting measure resulting in increased growth rate (Wierup, 2000). It is also found possible to rear growers and finishers free from *Salmonella* that come from sow herds that are infected with *Salmonella* (Dahl et al., 1997), when using all-in/all-out and thorough cleaning and disinfection procedures. Closed pen separation prevents transmission of faeces from one pen to another and, therefore, it reduces spread of *Salmonella* through a herd. The importance of providing good herd and pen hygiene in the swine production, especially by decreasing the faecal oral transmission route, is emphasized in a recent report by EFSA (2005a).

The occurrence of diseases like *Brachyspira hyodysenteriae*, Aujeszky disease and Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome (PRRS) are stressing factors that increase the susceptibility of swine to *Salmonella* exposure, and their control thus also contributes to the prevention or control of *Salmonella* infection in exposed herds.

The importance of hygienic management of animal effluents, including manure, is evident, especially when considering the increasing number of pigs kept on farms in some MS. Jones (1992) reviewed questions related to *Salmonella* in animal wastes and presented recommendations for storage and spread of animal manure and slurry.

As visitors can introduce *Salmonella* to a holding, basic requirements, such as a change of foot ware coveralls before entering a herd, are necessary (van der Wolf et al., 2001c). Equally important is that tools or machinery are thoroughly cleaned and disinfected before being brought into the herd.

Animals like rodents, birds, foxes, cats, dogs as well as other farm animals can be or get contaminated and infected with *Salmonella* and spread the agent e.g. to pigs. Biosecurity prevents these animals to come into the herd and pigs should be kept separate from other species of farm animals. Continuous and effective rodent control is also a natural part of *Salmonella* control. Rodents can easily maintain *Salmonella* infection on a farm (Henzler and Opitz, 1992).

Husbandry systems where pigs are kept outside total confinement (pasture, free range etc.) are at an increased risk to become infected with *Salmonella* (van der Wolf et al..)
2001a; Wingstrand et al., 1999). Control under these circumstances will be very difficult as a result of the continuous exposure (Jensen et al., 2006).

6.2.2.4. Feed control
The control of Salmonella contamination of feed is essential and is an integrated part of the pre-harvest control of Salmonella. Good Hygiene Practices (GMP) and Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points (HACCP) guidelines are available for feed manufacturers. In all countries there is most likely a constant but varying risk for animals to be exposed to Salmonella through their feed (Edel et al., 1974; Fedorka-Cray et al., 1997).

The documentation of the significance of this risk can be difficult to establish in countries with a relatively high prevalence of Salmonella without in deep epidemiological studies. Under such circumstances it can be difficult to exclude other sources than feed as the source of infections. In countries with low prevalence of Salmonella, feed is considered as a major source of Salmonella infections in swine, in particular because the great potential for spread to a large number of farms. Recently, an outbreak in swine caused by S. Cubana was documented in Sweden as a result of contamination in a feed plant. Forty-nine out of 77 pig farms having received potentially contaminated feed were infected (Österberg et al., 2005). Currently (2006) a similar outbreak so far involving 140 farms are under investigations (www.sjv.se).

Considerable efforts are required to limit exposure of Salmonella from this source to an absolute minimum. Feed control can follow the procedure described by Häggblom (1994a, 1994b). These are based upon more than 50 years of experience in Sweden. Similar measures for the control of Salmonella have later been successfully introduced in other countries (Nielsen, 1992); these include the following basic elements:

1) import control to screen feed raw materials, the feed industry shall only produce feed from raw materials that are monitored for Salmonella and found negative.

2) Heat treatment. As shown by Edel et al. (1970) pelleting is a possibility to strongly reduce Salmonella contamination of the finished feed. Feed should therefore undergo such treatment (80°C during 30-45 seconds currently applied in Sweden). However, heat treatment may result in a risk for condensation (free water) due to inefficient cooling of the products in the cooler or transportation equipment or storage bins, creating suitable environment for Salmonella growth. Recontamination of heat treated feed may occur in the cooler from infected cooling air or by direct contact with untreated mash. It is therefore extremely important to avoid Salmonella contamination in the feed mill. A main objective for control at feed mills is further to provide thorough separation between raw material and finished feed and to avoid recontamination after heat treatment during cooling, transport or storage at farm level. The use of separated transportation systems for mash and pelleted feed is an important measure for preventing such recontamination of formerly heat treated feed. Efficient aspiration of the transportation systems and storage bins is important to remove moisture and dust.
3) It should be emphasized that the control cannot rely upon control of the finished feed from which Salmonella seldom can be detected unless it is heavily contaminated. Instead the concept should be to detect Salmonella as early as possible. An HACCP-based process control in the feed mill where the idea behind the control is to make sure that the production line is Salmonella negative using critical control points. A zero tolerance is adopted for Salmonella contamination.

4) Relevant action has to be taken immediately in case of finding of Salmonella in the feed mill. The development of an efficient procedure for cleaning and disinfection can ensure that Salmonella is eliminated (Stenberg Lewerin et al., 2005).

6.2.2.5. Feed composition

Decades ago the effect of pelleting pig feed was recommended to reduce the introduction of Salmonella through the feed (Edel et al., 1967; Edel et al., 1970; Edel et al., 1974). This procedure has successfully been applied in the poultry industry. However, in recent studies it was shown that feeding pelleted feed was associated with an increased risk of seropositivity for Salmonella at slaughter compared to feeding non pelleted feed and that wet feed and the use of whey were associated with reduced risk for seropositivity (Lo Fo Wong and Hald, 2000).

In Denmark a wide range of research is dedicated to meal feeding (Danish Bacon and Meat Council, 1999a; Danish Bacon and Meat Council, 1999b). Meal feed is supposed to enhance the gastric barrier for Salmonella and feeding meal is widely advised in Denmark as a method to control Salmonella in pigs. However, as feed ingredients like soy meal are frequently contaminated with Salmonella, this method using non heat treated feed is currently not recommend in low prevalence countries like Sweden. Methods are now also available for heat treatment of feed without pelleting. Fermenting feed or using fermented feed components (fermented liquid feed - FLF) used as a wet feeding system is found to have a Salmonella reducing effect (Brooks et al., 2003; van der Wolf et al., 1999; van der Wolf et al., 2000; van der Wolf et al., 2001b). Adding organic acid (e.g. formic-, acetic- or lactic acid) to feed can also have a Salmonella reducing effect (Dahl et al., 1996b; Easter, 1988; Gedek et al., 1992).

6.2.2.6. Drinking water

A draw back of the use of FLF is that it requires a large investment. For smaller herds that are not able to feed FLF it is possible to add organic acids to feed and/or drinking water of pigs. Although the effect is not as strong as with FLF, Salmonella can be reduced by adding organic acids to drinking water in low doses (van der Wolf et al., 2001e). A further study combining improved hygiene management and acidification of drinking water showed a significant reduction of the Salmonella seroprevalence (van der Heijden et al., 2005).

6.2.2.7. Antimicrobials

The use of antimicrobials to prevent suffering and economic losses in individual animals and herds can be justified but should always be combined with other
Salmonella reduction actions. Antibiotics have sometimes also been used to prevent shedding of Salmonella (Laval et al., 1992), but the use of antibiotics in pigs with enterocolitis has not been found to reduce the prevalence, magnitude or duration of Salmonella in shedding by sick or recovered animals (Wilcock and Schwartz, 1992). Preventive treatment of carrier pigs with enrofloxacin was not able to eliminate the infection (Dahl et al., 1996a).

It should also be considered that the use of antimicrobials for therapy or growth promoting also disrupt the gut flora which often increase the susceptibility of pigs for Salmonella infection (van der Wolf et al., 2001d). The use of antibiotics may thus act as a trigger for the spread of a Salmonella infection within a herd which would not have occurred if the animals were untreated. EFSA recently also gave an opinion on the use of antimicrobials for control of Salmonella in poultry (EFSA, 2004b). It can be concluded as early also was recommended by WHO (1992) that control of Salmonella infection should not be based on the use of antimicrobials and the emergence of antimicrobial resistance is an additional serious reason why they should be used with great care as exemplified by the emergence of the multi-resistant S. Typhimurium DT 104 (Threlfall, 2002). Therefore, the use of antimicrobials for Salmonella control in pigs should be discouraged due to public health risks associated with development, selection and spread of antimicrobial resistance. Their use should be limited and subjected to the approval of competent authority in defined conditions that would minimize the risk for the public health.

Since 1 of January 2006 the use of antimicrobial growth promoters is prohibited in the EU.

6.2.2.8. Vaccines

Vaccines for the control of Salmonella infections are in use all over the world, inactivated vaccine being mainly used. In recent years increasing numbers of live vaccines have been developed but most of them are not yet authorised. However, experience has shown that Salmonella vaccines, especially live vaccines, in association with other measures related to improvement of veterinary hygiene and good management can perform outstandingly in the control of salmonellosis. Vaccination could thus very well play an important role in the intervention of Salmonella in high prevalence herds (Lumsden and Wilkie, 1992; Ortmann, 1999; Springer et al., 2001; Haesebrouck et al. 2004).

Today an oral attenuated live vaccine based on Salmonella Typhimurium is available in Germany. Experiences with this vaccine are limited and the vaccine is not available in all EU countries at this moment (Selbitz et al., 2003). Vaccination at an early stage of live (after weaning) would not interfere with serological detection of antibodies against Salmonella for monitoring purposes at the end of the finishing period. A special serological test has been developed to distinguish between vaccinated and naturally infected animals. Disadvantage of such vaccines is that they are serovar specific and offer probably only limited cross protection to infection with Salmonella from the same serogroup and provide limited protection against infection with Salmonella belonging to other serogroups.
Vaccination alone cannot eliminate *Salmonella* spp. from a herd, and whether vaccination is a suitable option in a control programme or not, depends on the aim of control programme (reduction or eradication), prevalence of *Salmonella*, serovars involved, detection methods used and cost-benefit.

### 6.2.2.9. Competitive exclusion

The use of competitive exclusion is a valuable part of *Salmonella* control in poultry. Competitive exclusion cultures have been used and tested in different countries as reviewed by e.g. Schneitz and Mead (2000). Positive results from the use of competitive exclusion are also reported from pigs (e.g. Genovese *et al.*, 2003). To be maximally effective, competitive exclusion should be administered before a potential exposure to *Salmonella* spp..

Wider studies are needed to fully quantify the effects of competitive exclusion in preventing *Salmonella* infections in pigs.

### 6.2.3. Current strategies for intervention, at pre-harvest level

The control measures described above are likely to have the effect of preventing or limiting *Salmonella* infection in pig herds. However, an effective intervention requires (i) a performance target to be specified, (ii) a strategy for application to be formulated and (iii) a strategy to be applied when the level of infection with *Salmonella* approaches or exceeds the target formulated for intervention. Optional strategies for the implementation of a control programme for *Salmonella* have been formulated (e.g. Wierup, 1994; Wierup, 1997).

An intervention strategy requires taking into account the situation in each MS and of the current control measures applied in some typical MS, such as those measures presented in Annex II. The following observations provide a scientific basis for intervention in the EU.

There are two different situations regarding the pig industry in the EU-25 in relation to prevalence and control of *Salmonella*, both generally and in the swine production, viz. MS with a low prevalence status and those with a medium or higher prevalence status. In Sweden, Finland (and Norway), a zero tolerance policy for *Salmonella* has resulted in a virtually *Salmonella*-free system of pork production. In other MS a higher *Salmonella* herd prevalence exists; of these, Denmark has the most advanced control.

### 6.2.3.1. Low prevalence status

In Finland and Sweden a strict intervention strategy was implemented since 1950-ies. The long term and consequent use of that strategy has resulted in a very low prevalence of *Salmonella* in the pork production which from a control point of view today can be considered as *Salmonella*-free. This is also the case for other major food producing animals in those countries. The objective of the current interventions is to maintain this status by applying a zero tolerance policy for *Salmonella* contamination in the whole production chain.
Due to the widespread occurrence of *Salmonella*, re-introduction into *Salmonella*-free herds is a considerable risk. The control is therefore based on controls at critical control points (CCP) to detect occurring contamination or re-introduction of *Salmonella* in all parts of the production chain. Any finding of *Salmonella* in feed, animals, food and humans is notifiable. When *Salmonella* is isolated, subsequent intervention is undertaken immediately. An infected herd will be embargoed, and monitoring and cleaning up procedures are applied. If necessary, ultimately slaughter of all infected animals is carried out, irrespectively of serovar or whether animals are clinically affected or not. Cleaning and disinfection procedures follow and embargo is not lifted until no *Salmonella* is isolated from repeated sampling. The embargo includes up and downstream epidemiological tracing and testing to detect and eliminate possible source and spread of the infection by the use of the same strategy.

As a necessary complement, imported as well as nationally produced feed is under a continuous control for *Salmonella*. When *Salmonella* is detected in any of the samples in the monitoring programme of feed mills, adapted corrective actions, depending on the location of the positive sample, will take place immediately in the processing line.

Monitoring and interventions are based on detection and identifying *Salmonella* by the use of bacteriological methods. Both control and surveillance follow specific EU approved regulations to enable these countries to maintain their *Salmonella* status when they entered the EU in 1995. In addition industry based complementary actions are also in place. A similar situation exists in Norway.

A cost benefit analysis of the current strategy applied in Sweden has demonstrated its advantages both economically and in public health terms, in relation to a more conservative approach (Figure 6) (Engvall et al., 1993).

The national *Salmonella* monitoring and control programme of Sweden is described in Annex II, as an example of the approach in low prevalence countries.
6.2.3.2. Medium and higher prevalence status

In the remaining MS control and surveillance follow different strategies. As a result, it is not possible to compare the prevalence of *Salmonella* in swine production or pork between individual MS with that in the low prevalence countries (Chapter 6.2.3.1). In this group of MS, Denmark has the lowest *Salmonella* prevalence in pork. A plausible reason for this is that Denmark started a strategic *Salmonella* monitoring and control programme in pigs and pork several years before the other MS in the group had implemented any systematic measurement.

The national *Salmonella* monitoring and control programmes of Denmark, United Kingdom, Ireland, Germany and The Netherlands are described in Annex II.

6.2.4. Strategies for intervention in the pre-harvest phase in the EU

To-date, results from *Salmonella* reduction schemes in swine production in Denmark and elsewhere have indicated a decrease in prevalence similar to that attributed to such schemes in operation in the poultry industry (Christensen *et al.*, 2002). However, due to the more complex situation of the swine production, the achievement of positive results of interventions on a national basis will need a more long term application covering all steps of the production chain (Kaesbohrer, 1999). A stepwise approach to the introduction of possible targeted interventions is advisable, however.

6.2.4.1. Feed

An initial and logic approach is to ensure a high level of *Salmonella* control in feed based on GMP-HACCP and not on endpoint control.
6.2.4.2. Hygiene and management routines
Efforts to achieve a good hygienic status and optimal management routines require to be undertaken in all infected herds as a natural part of other specific measures for the control of Salmonella (6.2.2.3). These include day to day management procedures like all-in/all-out systems with cleaning and disinfection between batches, supply of clean drinking water, fly and rodent control, no access of pets and birds, visitor hygiene as part of biosecurity, no close contact to other production animals, etc. On the other hand, they include housing strategies like percentage slatted floors, pen separations, pig flow through the herd, feeding troughs and drinking bowls, feeding systems (wet or dry feed, pelleted or meal feed), herd biosecurity, introduction of new animals outdoor access and multiple site production systems.

6.2.4.3. Feed interventions
In addition to Point 6.2.4.1 above, feed and water can be used to help control Salmonella infections by switching to meal feed or wet feed or fermented liquid feed. Acidifying the feed and/or drinking water are other options.

6.2.4.4. Depopulation and Salmonella free replacement animals.
In countries in an advanced stage of Salmonella intervention, such as the Nordic Countries, as described in 6.2.3.1 above, total or targeted depopulation and repopulation of entire herds is an option. The establishment of a pool of Salmonella-negative herds for replacement animals is a prerequisite for the application of that strategy. The herds at the top of the breeding pyramid need special attention and should be free from Salmonella.

A depopulation policy is successfully applied in low prevalence countries (Chapter 6.2.3.1). However, when applied in populations with a medium or higher prevalence of Salmonella (Chapter 6.2.3.2) as in Denmark, 52% of 349 herds were in one study found to be re-contaminated (checked by serology) within a few months (Dahl, 1999). The experience of that study was that depopulation always should be combined with the strict applications of other methods for reduction of Salmonella contamination. This was also supported when in the same country a higher success rate of eradication policy was applied for Salmonella Typhimurium DT 104 when stricter biosecurity was applied (Møgelmose et al., 1999).

However, these options are not advisable in the present situation in the medium and higher prevalence countries. Interventions should instead initially focus on the reduction of the within-herd prevalence (Chapter 6.2.2). When designing a control programme, recent modelling studies that have shown that focusing control on high prevalence herds (as level 2 and 3 in the Danish control programme, see Annex II) may not be the optimal strategy (Alban and Stark, 2005), require consideration. The greatest public health benefit is likely to be obtained from modest improvements on all farms rather than from large improvements on farms with only a high prevalence alone (Alban and Stark, 2005; Cook et al., 2005).
6.2.4.5. Serovars to be the subject of focus
There is no scientific basis to focus intervention on certain serovars to the exclusion of others. Regarding intervention for *Salmonella* in pigs and pork, the same advice can be given in the case of any of the serovars.

6.2.4.6. Monitoring
Monitoring by the use of bacteriological methods is required in order to obtain a true picture of the *Salmonella* status. Serological methods are applicable especially in medium and high prevalence MS as they are fast and suitable for large scale usage at a low cost. However, their limitations have to be considered, as discussed in Chapter 5; furthermore, they require to be supplemented by a strategic use of bacteriological methods (Table 11) to ensure that emerging serovars, that might not have been included in the ELISA, can be detected. On the other hand, in the low prevalence MS the bacteriological methods currently used for detecting *Salmonella* in surveillance and intervention schemes may be supplemented, but may not be replaced, by indirect serological methods, for reasons presented in Chapter 5.

6.2.5. Breeding or finisher
Due to the complexity and diversity of the swine production industry, the achievement of positive results of interventions on a national basis will require a long term action plan covering all phases of the production chain (Kaesbohrer, 1999). If an intervention were to be initiated in any of these phases, it is important to consider that the production steps mentioned here can be run in an integrated way on the same farm (integrated production) or at different locations (specialized production). Further information on the outline of the different steps of the production chain is given in previous EFSA opinions.

In order to respond to the question in the Terms of Reference (ToR) on whether or not to commence interventions in breeding or finishing herds, the following observations are of relevance.

6.2.5.1. Breeding production
Pigs are generally most susceptible to *Salmonella* exposure during the growing period when the circulation of pathogenic agents usually is most pronounced. This is the critical point to be considered and have to involve also the *Salmonella* status of the breeding animals and piglets earlier in the production chain. However, piglets delivered from units where the *Salmonella* prevalence is successfully reduced will readily be infected and colonized following transfer to the finishing herds if mixed with pigs from herds of a lower *Salmonella* status or by residual infection in the finishing herds. An intervention for *Salmonella* control focused only on the piglet producing breeding and grower herds can therefore not be recommended.

6.2.5.2. Finisher production
The main exposure of the human population is the consequence of *Salmonella* presence in finishing pigs. Therefore it is reasonable to focus the interventions initially on finishing pigs because this would have a more direct influence on the subsequent steps of the food chain (harvest and post-harvest level) and on public health.
health. Experience shows that an emphasis on control measures in the finisher phase leads to a larger and more rapid reduction in *Salmonella* prevalence in pigs and pork than emphasis on the sow/breeding level.

An advantage of starting with interventions in finisher production is that it would present incentives for *Salmonella* reduction earlier in the production chain including the feed. Due to the “ripple effect”, multipliers and breeders would then be asked to supply *Salmonella*-free growers and breeding gilts respectively and compound feed manufacturers would be asked to supply *Salmonella*-free feed, thereby resulting in an involvement of the entire production chain. Research has shown that it is possible to produce *Salmonella*-free growers and finishers without the sows being *Salmonella*-free (Dahl *et al.*, 1997).

6.2.6. Conclusions on risk mitigation options at pre-harvest level
In general, the control has to focus on the implementation of preventive actions in each phase of the entire production chain because there is no “silver bullet” through which the level of *Salmonella* contamination can be reduced.

The control of *Salmonella* can follow those general rules that have been successfully applied to the control of other infectious diseases.

More specifically, the following measures required to be followed:

- **Prevention of introduction of *Salmonella* into the herd:**
  - by infected animals, being the primary and major source of infection,
  - by feed, being a continuous risk for new introduction to herds in all MS,
  - from a contaminated environment (e.g. rodents) and by equipment and visitors.

- **Prevention of in-herd transmission:**
  - implementation of optimal hygienic and management routines; e.g. all-in-all-out systems, batch production with through cleaning and disinfection between batches,
  - identification and removal or isolation of *Salmonella* infected animals or group of animals,
  - control of vectors such as rodents and birds.

- **Increase resistance to infection:**
  - support good health and good management e.g. by reducing predisposing factors like the occurrence of other infectious diseases, e.g. dysentery (*Brachyspira hyodysenteriae*), Aujeszky’s disease and PRRS and worm infections,
  - the use of vaccine is a suitable option in a control programme depending on several factors, e.g. aim of the control plan (reduction or eradication),
prevalence of *Salmonella*, etc. However, vaccination alone cannot eliminate *Salmonella* spp. from a herd,

- the use of antimicrobials for *Salmonella* control in pigs should be discouraged due to public health risks associated with development, selection and spread of resistance. Their use should be limited and subjected to the approval of competent authority in defined conditions that would minimize the risk for the public health,

- the use of fermented liquid feed and acidifying compounds in feed and drinking water generally is found to have a *Salmonella* reducing effect.

**Strategies for interventions:**

- an initial monitoring is required in order to establish a basis, the true picture of the current situation from a public health point of view,

- focus intervention for the control and elimination of all certain serovars associated with pigs and pork, as there is no scientific basis for focusing on certain serovars,

- in medium and high prevalence countries (Chapter 6.2.3.2) interventions required to be based on a successive implementation of those *Salmonella* reducing steps specified in Chapter 6.2. The results to be achieved require to be assessed based upon a long term perspective,

- at regularly controlled intervals the interventions required to be evaluated to ensure compliance and efficacy and necessary modifications undertaken. It is considered that while these interventions will considerably reduce the *Salmonella* prevalence at pre-harvest level, it remains to be seen if this strategy alone can result in a relatively *Salmonella*-free primary production system comparable to those systems that currently exist in the low prevalence countries,

- low prevalence countries (Chapter 6.2.3.1) require to ensure that the favourable *Salmonella* situation achieved to-date is maintained by the continuous use and, where possible, cost effective improvement of current monitoring and intervention strategies,

- for all MS a supporting monitoring programme is required to be in place and modified so as to meet the objectives and to apply appropriate strategies consistent with the status of the MS or region under consideration, as described above (Chapter 5.3).

**Intervention in breeding or finisher production:**

- a holistic approach from breeding to slaughter and processing is required in order to reduce the risk to human health from *Salmonella* in pigs and pork. An emphasis on the measures taken at the finisher phase has been shown to result in a greater and more rapid reduction in *Salmonella* prevalence in pigs and pork than emphasis on measures taken at the sow level.
6.3. Risk mitigation options for *Salmonella* at harvest level

As indicated in 6.1.1, the definition of “harvest” for the purpose of this opinion will cover the part of the food chain beginning with the transport of the slaughter animals from the farm gate, the lairage phase, slaughtering itself, up to the cooling of the carcasses.

6.3.1. Transport and Lairage

6.3.1.1. Effect of transport and lairage

In medium and high prevalence countries transport-lairage (TL) phase increases the *Salmonella* occurrence and/or levels of *Salmonella* in pigs in proportions varying approximately from 20 to 40% (Berends *et al.*, 1996; Fravalo *et al.*, 1999). However, any comparison of the status pre- and post-TL may be affected by the sampling methods used to evaluate the status (e.g. faecal versus caecal contents). Concerning the evolution of the level of contamination between the farm and slaughtering, the work of Hurd *et al.* (2002) is the highly relevant. The TL step was associated with an increase in the percentage of contaminated pigs, at each sampling site examined (viz. caecum, mesenteric lymph nodes and faecal). In another study, 5% of the pigs were positive at the end of the fattening period at the farm; when examined at the slaughterhouse nearly 40% were positive. The group of pigs found to be shedding salmonellae in the slaughterhouse was comprised of (i) newly contaminated pigs and (ii) the initially infected pigs in which latent infection had been reactivated and pigs that were already shedding (Berends *et al.*, 1996). The authors considered that half of the increase was due to new contaminations.

The likelihood and the risk of contamination during transport and lairage may vary both regionally and between countries (Hald *et al.*, 2003; Gebreyes *et al.*, 2004a; 2004b). The excretion or re-excretion risk was estimated with OR 2.6 for a TL phase from 2 to 6 hours (Berends *et al.*, 1996). However, such an estimation should be considered as associated with the particular production system used and may also be influenced according to the *Salmonella* status of the herd and the duration in transit (Beloeil *et al.*, 2003; Stärk *et al.*, 2002). Provided that efforts made to eliminate infection in the earlier production steps are effective, cross contamination with *Salmonella* at slaughterhouses should not be relevant (Thorberg and Engvall, 2001).

6.3.1.2. Duration and conditions of transport

The effect of transport on *Salmonella* shedding depends on various factors, viz. the mixing of animals of different origins, the duration of transportation and the general conditions of transport and their effect on animal welfare.

6.3.1.3. Stress

Stress during transport is common and is regularly reported as a risk factor for *Salmonella* contamination (Berends *et al.*, 1996; Marg *et al.*, 2001). However, stress characterisation and quantification is poorly documented. Furthermore, it is difficult both to distinguish between the stress caused by transportation and that which arises during lairage and to characterize the effect of that stress (Marg *et al.*, 2001; Stabel and Fedorka-Cray, 2004).
6.3.1.4. Lairaging conditions

Lairages can act as reservoirs for pathogenic bacteria and there is evidence that longer holding times in lairage increase the risk of cross-contamination (Beloeil et al., 2003; Warriss, 2003). Rapid contamination of pigs can occur in pigs while held in lairage (Hurd et al., 2001a; Hurd et al., 2001b).

Contamination of unloading-race and holding pens. The unloading area (McLaren and Wray, 1991) and the race and restrainer are likely to be highly contaminated (Larsen et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2004). Some studies have shown that environmental contamination ranges from 0 to 80% of swabs taken from the holding pens (McLaren and Wray, 1991; Williams and Newell, 1968; Larsen et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2004).

Contamination of water troughs. Williams and Newell (1968) showed that the water troughs were highly contaminated, and that pigs readily acquired a range of Salmonella serovars present in the troughs.

Contamination of environmental surfaces. In an EU-wide study (Lo Fo Wong and Hald, 2000), Salmonella was not isolated from any slaughterhouse in all but one MS. In the remaining MS, Salmonella was isolated from 13.8% of the 3 576 environmental samples (ranging from 6.3% to 28.3% between slaughterhouses). In these slaughterhouses, while Salmonella could be isolated from the environment before onset of slaughter, the prevalence was generally higher in samples taken during the later sampling rounds.

Duration in lairage. Some studies showed that lairaging duration and Salmonella occurrence are directly correlated, i.e. the isolation rate from pigs increases significantly with increasing time spent in the lairage for periods of less than 24 hours (Morgan et al., 1987). Beloeil et al. (2004b) showed that two variables, viz. "status of the batch according to that of the herd" (as determined by serology or bacteriology) and "the length of lairage at the slaughterhouse", are associated with the presence of Salmonella in the caecum. Independently of any other variables related to herds, these authors concluded that it is the lairage duration that increased the risk of caecal contamination.

After oral or nasal uptake of Salmonella during co-mingling, during transport and/or holding, dissemination through the entire body may occur within two to three hours and results in shedding of Salmonella (Hurd et al., 2001b; Fedorka-Cray et al., 1995). Consequently many more pigs may be found to have acquired contamination with Salmonella e.g. on their skin, in their nasopharynx and in their alimentary tracts when examined at the moment of slaughter compared to when they left the farm (Beloeil et al., 2004a, 2004b; Craven and Hurst, 1982; Davies et al., 1999; Hurd et al., 2001b; Letellier et al., 1999; Morgan et al., 1987; Quirke et al., 2001).
6.3.1.5. Current mitigation options in transport-lairage phase

6.3.1.5.1. Transport
While it is difficult to differentiate the transport phase from the lairage phase of TL, specific options to limit or prevent re-excretion or cross contamination include:

- cleaning and disinfection of the trucks,
- avoiding mixing batches of pigs from different herds in the same trucks (Schwanneburg et al., 2001a),
- optimising the transport logistic so as to reduce the duration of transport (Beloeil et al., 2004b),
- promoting transport under less stressful conditions, and in accordance with the Opinion adopted by the EFSA Panel on animal health and welfare (AHAW) related to the welfare of animals during transport (EFSA, 2004a).

Moreover, it is recognized that feed withdrawal limits the effects of other factors in giving rise to stress (transport) and facilitates technically the performance of evisceration and thereby limits the risk of carcass contamination at this latter “at risk” step.

6.3.1.5.2. Lairage
In one study conducted by Fravalo et al. (2002), contamination of the lairage floor was found to be distributed homogeneously, with contaminations not exceeding 1 \( \text{Salmonella} \) per \( \text{cm}^2 \) of ground. Control of the contamination of the pens floor is necessary as the level of contamination present may determine the extent to which the pigs may acquire infection (Loynachan and Harris, 2005). Control can be achieved through the implementation of plant-specific \( \text{Salmonella} \) minimising strategies (Kühnel and Blaha, 2005). Identification of lairage-specific mitigation options includes two basic objectives, namely:

- to limit the duration of the lairage period in accordance with welfare needs and meat quality considerations (Warriss, 2003),
- to limit the ground contamination by avoiding accumulation: improve cleaning and disinfecting protocols (Kühnel and Blaha, 2005) or the adaptation of ground structure to promote fecal elimination.

6.3.1.6. Further developments
Adaptation of the cleaning and disinfection procedures in the lairage phase is required. Boes et al. (2001) confirmed that washing without disinfecting is not efficient to removing \( \text{Salmonella} \) from the lairage pens. In fact, the protocols examined failed to eliminate \( \text{Salmonella} \) inform the lairage (Schmidt et al., 2004; Kühnel and Blaha, 2005). Development of the materials to be used in lairages to prevent contact with fecal matter (slatted floor) and to facilitate cleaning and disinfection, requires to be taken into consideration to limit exposure during this phase.
6.3.2. Slaughter and carcass dressing phase

Slaughter pigs carrying Salmonella are known to be a considerable risk for a contamination of the ultimate meat and meat products (Berends et al., 1997; Botteldoorn et al., 2003; Chaunchom, 2003). Within groups of slaughter pigs, there is a strong correlation between the proportion of animals carrying Salmonella in the faeces and the proportion of contaminated carcasses (Oosterom et al., 1985; Morgan et al., 1987; Davies et al., 1999; Giovannacci et al., 2001). Pigs with Salmonella spp. in their faeces are 3 to 4 times more likely to give rise to a positive carcass than non-carrier animals (Brekelmans et al., 1980).

It should be kept in mind that herd prevalence of Salmonella in pigs has been reported to vary widely e.g. 2.8% (Letellier et al., 1999) or 36% (Jones and Hall, 1975). Within-herd prevalence can be as high as 50% or more (Letellier et al., 1999). At individual pig level at slaughter, some investigations showed that prevalence of healthy faecal carriers to be 18% (Mafu et al., 1989), 23% (Davies et al., 2000) or even as high as 75% (Chau et al., 1977).

In the EU study (Lo Fo Wong and Hald, 2000), the extent of cross-contamination in the slaughterhouse was estimated by first investigating pigs slaughtered from one or more Salmonella positive herds and then investigating pigs from one or more Salmonella negative herds. By sampling the carcasses at several point during the slaughter process, the contamination of the carcasses from the negative herds, when measured, provided information on the degree of cross-contamination brought about by manual handling and processing. The results showed that not all pigs from the Salmonella negative herds remained Salmonella-negative during and after slaughter. The source of contamination may have been the lairage, since it was possible for faecal matter to pass between the pens holding the positive and the negative pigs. Another source of contamination of the carcasses was considered to be the slaughter equipment, especially the carcass splitter. Carcasses of pigs may be cross-contaminated from either Salmonella-positive pigs slaughtered previously on the same day, or from contaminated slaughter equipment. Such equipment can also be contaminated from Salmonella positive pigs slaughtered on the same day, but the results strongly suggested, that residual and/or persistent contamination of the equipment is also an important source.

Botteldoorn et al. (2003) considered that contamination of 30% of positive carcasses arose from cross-contamination from other infected pigs, and that up to 70% by cross-contamination from the carrier animals themselves (Morgan et al., 1987; Berends et al., 1997). These figures will, however, vary depending on the Salmonella prevalence in different batches of slaughtered pigs. Therefore, the epidemiology of Salmonella at slaughterhouse level is considered likely to be primarily due to direct or indirect faecal contamination of live pigs or carcasses (D’Aoust, 1989).

6.3.2.1. Effects of slaughter and carcass dressing

Scalding. Scalding usually reduces the number of Salmonella spp. on the carcass surface. However, if the water temperature drops below the recommended 62°C
and/or the amount of organic material may be sufficient to protect the bacteria against the heat, the probability of bacteria surviving this process is increased.

Singeing. Some authors report that after singeing the surface of most slaughter pigs can be considered free of Enterobacteriaceae (Gerats, 1990; Snijders, 1992; Bolton et al., 2002). Other authors have shown that the number of carcasses positive for Salmonella spp. before scalding and dehairing was reduced by from 30 to 70% by these procedures (Chau et al., 1977). In the case of Salmonella, the bacterial load Salmonella was reduced by approximately 4.5 log_{10} cfu cm^{-2} (Bolton et al., 2002).

Polishing. Immediately after singeing, a consistent increase in Enterobacteriaceae due to polishing and evisceration has been observed (Gerats; 1990, Snijders, 1992, Bolton et al., 2002). Berends et al. (1997) estimated that 5 to 15% of all carcass contamination occurred during polishing, 55 to 90% during evisceration and 5 to 35% during further carcass dressing including dressing, splitting etc. Risk factors with high odd ratios for Enterobacteriaceae contamination are dirty polishing equipment as well as faulty techniques and inadequate hygiene measures during evisceration (Gerats, 1990). However, in samples collected from properly used and cleaned polishing equipment, Salmonella was only found in 2% of the samples (Swanenburg et al., 2001a). However, even if of polishing machines are found to be Salmonella-positive, this has only a minor impact on the proportion of positive carcasses (Van der Palen et al., 1992), thus indicating differences between cross-contamination of Enterobacteriaceae as described by Gerats (1990) and Salmonella.

Evisceration. Faulty evisceration can be the cause for up to 90% of the number of carcasses contaminated with Enterobacteriaceae as well as of up to 90% of the loading with these microorganisms (Gerats, 1990). In the evisceration environment of the slaughter line a high number of Salmonella positive samples can be found (Giovannacci et al., 2001; von Altrock et al., 2001). Extra careful evisceration can reduce the bacterial load. Besides, the human factor is important for the proper implementation of cleaning and disinfection procedures for e.g. hands and knives (Gerats, 1990; Van der Palen et al., 1992). However, hands of most slaughterhouse personnel as well as the knives are only sporadically contaminated with Salmonella spp. (Hald et al., 2003). Handling due to meat inspection has also to be considered, as there is a potential for spread of carcass contamination to other areas of the carcass or to other carcasses in the course of such inspection (Berends et al., 1993).

Slaughterline environment. The hygienic condition of the slaughterhouse walls, the floors, and the ceilings as well as dripping condensation water and the air are usually rather secondary factors with regard to carcass contamination with Salmonella in the slaughter routine (Grau, 1989; Van der Palen et al., 1992; Berends et al., 1995) even though high levels of contamination can be found in samples of water outlets (Hald et al., 2003; von Altrock et al., 2001). An average of 25% of overshoe samples taken at two different slaughter lines before the start of slaughter process were found positive (Botteldoorn et al., 2003) as were approximately 5 to 50% of all environmental samples (Giovannacci et al., 2001; Hald et al., 2003). However, all samples from all
of the slaughterhouses investigated in one MS were found to be negative (Hald et al., 2003).

Final washing of the carcasses increases the bacterial counts to between 3.6 to 3.8 \( \log_{10} \text{cfu cm}^{-2} \) while, at chilling, the amount of bacteria significantly rises to about 4.6 \( \log_{10} \text{cfu cm}^{-2} \) (Bolton et al., 2002). However, Bauvet et al. (2002) described a decrease in the number of Salmonella-positive pig carcasses when sampled from the bleeding stage to chilling.

6.3.2.2. Current mitigation options of slaughter and carcass dressing

6.3.2.2.1. Hygiene of slaughtering

The most important mitigation option is to ensure that slaughter and carcass dressing are performed in an efficient manner so as to ensure that fecal contamination of the carcass and offals is not a common event. In addition, specified action requires to be taken when visible fecal contamination is seen. Guidelines for hygienic slaughter are available at both national and international level; these comprise recommendations on the hygienic design of establishments and facilities including their equipment, process control systems including GHP as well as HACCP based systems and codes of personal hygiene (Codex Alimentarius, 2005). Finally, regular monitoring and auditing of all phases of the hygiene programmes for slaughter and carcass dressing including microbiological testing afford the means of ensuring effective control of carcass and offal contamination with Salmonella during this phase.

6.3.2.2.2. Cooling

The initial carcass temperature after slaughter is 39-42°C, and not 37°C, as a result of anaerobic glycolysis and technological processes (Beutling, 1992). Temperatures below 10°C can be reached after few hours; however certain commercial systems of cooling can be applied and in which case temperatures below 30°C are reached by 6 hours and below 10°C after approximately 19-20 hours. Pork carcasses are required to reach 7°C after 24 h or before being moved (Beutling, 1992; Savell et al., 2004). Chilling pork to internal temperatures of 20 to 25°C within 2 to 3 hours post-slaughter can reduce the incidence and severity of the condition, Pale Soft Exudative (PSE) meat; however, muscle should not be chilled below 10°C in the first 5 hours post-slaughter (Savell et al., 2004). Under commercial conditions a range of cooling systems are employed in which the time needed to reach a core carcass temperature of 7°C ranges from 12 hours with fast cooling systems to 1.5 hours with shock cooling / intensive cooling systems (Ortner, 1988; Beutling, 1992). The behaviour and survival patterns of Salmonella serovars under these conditions requires further study.

6.3.2.2.3. Logistic slaughtering

Separate slaughtering of Salmonella-negative herds or slaughtering negative herds before positive herds has a positive impact on the incidence and extent of Salmonella contamination of pig carcasses in the slaughterhouse according to Swanenburg et al. (2001b). Better results can be obtained if batches from different herds are also separated during transport, lairage and, later, carcass cooling (Swanenburg et al., 2001b). The most efficient means of achieving separation is by slaughtering
Salmonella-negative herds in different slaughterhouses than Salmonella-positive herds.

6.3.2.3. Further developments

6.3.2.3.1. Modifications of the slaughterline operations

While technical aspects of individual operations of pig slaughterline may vary considerably between abattoirs, the order in which these operations are carried out is less variable and is generally as follows: slaughter – scalding – dehairing – singeing – polishing – evisceration – splitting – chilling.

Each of these operations carries different microbial risks and contributes differently to the final microbial load of the carcass (Gill and Bryant 1993; James and James, 1995; Gill et al., 1995; Gill et al., 1997; James et al., 1999; James, 2002).

Therefore, when considering possible modifications of these operations aimed at improving microbial status of pork carcasses, the most effective modifications would be those targeting the microbiologically key operations. These would include following:

- tank scalding can lead to cross-contamination: replacing submersion-scalding with spray-scalding would be beneficial,
- faeces-voidage-mediated contamination occurs in dehairing machines: related technical modifications would be beneficial,
- “good” singeing can produce 1.5-3 log microbial reduction, but these effects can be largely negated by common re-contamination during subsequent polishing step: avoiding of polishing step, or inversing of the singeing-polishing order, or repeating of the singeing step, could prevent such a negation,
- high speed of pig slaughterlines leaves short time for laborious but contamination-risky operations such as evisceration: the speed at such points could be slowed down through “branching” the line so to achieve multiple evisceration stations,
- inclusion of a final carcass decontamination step, alone or in combination, e.g. a post-evisceration hot wash could reduce the microbial load on final carcasses (more details in 6.3.1.1.2).

Overall, improving pig abattoir process hygiene and hence microbial status of pork carcasses through re-thinking of the traditional slaughterline design appears promising. It appears that general design of the individual operations, and their order, in industrial high-throughput pig abattoirs have not changed significantly (apart from individual machinery) for decades. The present design/order is dictated primarily by a desire for ever higher speed/throughput, but their actual microbiological effects may appear as a “secondary” criterion. Therefore, further research on hygiene-led re-designing of pig slaughterline and related cost-meat safety benefit analysis is necessary.
6.3.2.3.2. Carcass decontamination treatments

The reason for considering meat decontamination is the fact that certain level of microbial contamination of fresh meat surfaces (i.e. carcasses) inadvertently but regularly occurs during the slaughter and dressing of animals. Presently and under commercial conditions, this risk cannot be fully eliminated only by process hygiene means no matter how carefully the various procedures are carried out. Scientifically, the EU approach to meat decontamination has been based on the SCVMPH Report on the “Benefits and limitations of antimicrobial treatment for poultry carcasses” (SCVMPH, 1998). The report concluded that there is a need to reduce the burden of foodborne disease but that meat decontamination “should not be used as the primary pathogen reduction measure”. The report recommended that meat decontamination: a) should not be used as the primary pathogen reduction measure; and b) could be used, but only as part of an overall meat safety strategy and authorised use should be subject to a range of controls, including a full risk assessment covering aspects such as efficacy, consumer perception, microflora changes, environmental impact and others. Consequently, current legislation does not allow for carcass decontamination treatments apart from using water. Literature on various meat decontamination treatments is very voluminous, and only the main types of treatments applicable to pork carcasses will be briefly mentioned here. Based on their nature, the treatments can be divided into following:

- **Heat treatments.** For heat treatment (80-85°C) of carcasses, either hot water or steam can be used (James et al., 1997; James et al., 1999). The total microbial reductions reported in different studies conducted under differing conditions and different meat species vary, and normally are within a 2.5-3.7 logs range for vegetative forms of the main foodborne pathogens (*Salmonella*, *L. monocytogenes*, *E. coli* O157).

- **Irradiation treatments.** Doses of 1-3 kGy are used for non-carcass meats in some non-EU countries (Farkas, 1998). Generally, the microbial reduction rates achieved are within a 2-3 logs range for vegetative forms of the main foodborne pathogens (e.g. *Salmonella*), but not with viruses or microbial toxins.

- **Chemical treatments.** A range of low-molecule organic acids (e.g. lactic, acetic, citric, fumaric) are used commercially for meat decontamination in some countries (Smulders and Greer, 1998; van der Marel et al. 1988). Generally, the microbial reductions achieved are within a 2-3 logs range for vegetative forms of the main foodborne pathogens (e.g. *Salmonella*, *L. monocytogenes*). Other chemicals used for pig meat decontamination include chlorine and trisodium phosphate and, generally, the microbial reductions of vegetative forms of main foodborne pathogens (e.g. *Salmonella*, *E. coli* O157) achieved are 1-1.5 logs (Sofos and Smith, 1998; Ellerbroek et al., 1998).

- **Other treatments.** A variety of other decontamination treatments have been published (e.g. high voltage pulsed field, high pressure, etc) but not for carcasses.

**Advantages and disadvantages of meat decontamination.** Accurate evaluation of overall effects of meat decontamination treatments is difficult, as most efficacy data result from laboratory studies but extrapolation to commercial practice is not
warranted (Smulders and Greer, 1998). Due to variable initial microbial loads and limited microbial reductions by the treatments available, it is not likely that meat decontamination would enable reliable production of hazard-free carcasses. General considerations are summarised here in following way:

a) advantages include improved meat safety through reduction of prevalences/levels of microbial hazards on meat, provision for inclusion of a hazard-eliminating CCP into HACCP, and reduction of overall pathogens populations being passed into the meat processing/distribution stages,

b) disadvantages include potential problems with disproportionate reliance on decontamination step and consequent reduction of the process hygiene, limited reduction rates achievable enabling positive selection for surviving resistant strains, stress-mediated increase of virulence of the surviving strains, subsequent enhanced growth of surviving pathogens due to elimination of background meat microflora, environmental pressure of the treatment chemicals, occupational health aspects, cost-benefit variability, labelling and potential consumer reactions.

6.3.2.4. Microbiological monitoring of carcasses and surfaces

6.3.2.4.1. Main aims of microbiological testing of carcasses
Historically, microbiological testing of carcasses has been used with the following main aims:

A. Monitoring/surveillance of pathogens in pigs on-farm via testing of resulting carcasses at abattoir. Due to animal-animal and/or environment-animal cross-contamination taking place at abattoir during unloading-lairaging events (see Chapter 6.3.1.), as well as cross-contamination occurring during slaughter-dressing events (see Chapter 6.3.2.), no direct correlation between Salmonella in pigs on-farm and Salmonella present on resulting carcasses at abattoir is to be expected. Therefore, as previously explained, microbiological sampling at abattoirs conducted for the on-farm monitoring of Salmonella purpose need to be based on caecal lymph nodes, rather than carcasses. In some countries, carcass samples (meat juice) are immunologically tested to determine on-farm Salmonella status (see Chapter 5.2.).

B. Monitoring/surveillance of pathogens in foods via carcass testing at abattoir. Although data on pathogens on carcasses can be useful towards human exposure assessment, there are problems with direct interpretation of related data due to non-homogenous distribution on carcasses and because human exposure is affected by the interference of the meat processing-distribution events (see Chapter 6.4.). Nevertheless, carcass testing for pathogens reflects the proportion of carcasses contaminated with Salmonella and it is conducted in some countries as a part of global pathogen reduction programmes.

C. Microbiological carcass testing in the context of HACCP verification i.e. for the process hygiene assessment purpose.
6.3.2.4.2. Methods for microbiological sampling of carcasses

Methods for microbiological sampling of meat and/or carcasses described in the literature can be generally divided into two main groups: tissue excision-based and surface swabbing-based. Numerous published studies evaluated the performance of different sampling methods i.e. bacterial recoveries achievable, but the results are difficult to compare directly due to numerous experimental differences that exist between studies with respect to:

- types of microflora targeted (e.g. total viable count, coliforms, *E. coli*, pathogens),
- whether the microflora was natural or artificially inoculated,
- types of meat surface sampled (e.g. joints/cuts vs. carcass, meat vs. skin, lean vs. fat, fresh vs. chilled),
- types of swab materials (e.g. cotton, sponge, gauze),
- sizes of surface area sampled (e.g. 10, 100 cm²),
- other variables.

Generally, in spite of significant extent of disagreement existing between different studies, an opinion that, under identical conditions, excision methods are less variable and enable higher bacterial recoveries than swabbing methods - have been prevailing (Ingham and Roberts, 1976; Eisel *et al.*, 1997; Unterman *et al.*, 1997; Gill and Jones, 2000; Ransom *et al.*, 2002; Capita *et al.*, 2004; Hutchison *et al.*, 2005). However, it should be kept in mind that direct comparison of excision and swabbing methods - i.e. by sampling the same surface area (having the same microflora) simultaneously by excision and swabbing - is very difficult to achieve due to technical problems. Actually, all the published comparative studies produced results by sampling one set of samples by one method and other set of samples by another, and then compared the two sets of the results. In such a case, inevitably, a number of variable factors, that can affect different sampling methods differently, can affect the resulting conclusions. Apart from carcass- and microflora-related factors, other main factors contributing to variability of the results achieved by different methods can be summarised as shown in Table 13.

With respect to swabbing methods, it seems that abrasiveness of the swab material plays a particularly important role. Cotton-bud swabs have been found to produce significantly lower bacterial recoveries than excision method (Pepperrell *et al.*, 2005; Hutchison *et al.*, 2005). However, some other studies indicated that swabbing of larger surface areas (e.g. 100 or 1000 cm²) by sponge/gauze can produce recoveries that are statistically comparable to recoveries achieved by excision of smaller areas (e.g. 10 cm²) (Gill and Jones, 2000; Gill *et al.*, 2001). In both of the latter two studies, this conclusion applied to recoveries of aerobic plate counts; whilst recoveries of coliforms and *E. coli* were lower (Gill *et al.*, 2001).

Overall, it seems that the choice of the carcass sampling method depends on the aim and the design of the microbiological examination to be conducted. A practical aspect to be considered is that excision but not swabbing will cause damage to the carcass.
Whichever method is chosen, for carcass monitoring/surveillance purposes, it is important:

a) to use the same method in repeated examinations the results of which need to be compared,
b) to standardize technical aspects of the sampling procedure/method as much as possible; and
c) to compare only what is comparable i.e. the only results obtained under comparable conditions can be compared.

6.3.2.4.3. Testing of pathogens on carcasses as a part of global pathogen reduction programmes

Carcass testing for *Salmonella* is used in the USA (FSIS, 1996) within a pathogen reduction programme and as a performance standard for abattoirs. US Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) believes that the degree of protection by HACCP systems in abattoirs must be evaluated. Testing for *Salmonella* was selected because it is a major pathogen of concern, is present on virtually all classes of raw food products in numbers large enough to detect, and related methods are available. FSIS expects that reducing the percentage of carcasses with *Salmonella* will lead to a reduction in other pathogens as well. The standard is calculated from the baseline percent positive and is expressed as the number of samples to test (n) and the number of positives to allow from among those samples (c). Standards are calculated to provide an 80% probability of passing when the establishment is operating at the national baseline prevalence of positive *Salmonella* results. FSIS requires corrective action when establishments are not meeting the standards; it is intended to revise the performance standards for *Salmonella* periodically, as new data become available, to further reduce the risk of foodborne illness. Based on the new EU-Food Hygiene regulations 2006, microbiological testing of carcasses for *Salmonella* will be introduced also in the EU.

6.3.2.4.4. Testing of indicator bacteria on carcasses for process hygiene verification purposes

In keeping with decisions taken previously by regulatory authorities in the USA, Australia and New Zealand, EU Commission Decision 2001/471/EC9 introduced mandatory HACCP-based system in slaughterhouses in the EU in June 2003. For HACCP verification purpose, carcasses are tested for counts of indicator bacteria: a) total viable bacterial counts (TVC) and *Enterobacteriaceae* in the EU; or b) generic *E. coli* in New Zealand and USA. According to the above EU Directive, weekly bacterial mean log trends are used to verify that HACCP-based process hygiene is controlled.

In recent studies simultaneously using the two official EU sampling methods (McEvoy *et al.*, 2004; Pepperell *et al.*, 2005; Hutchison *et al.*, 2005), no significant

---

linear relationships between bacterial counts (TVC or *Enterobacteriaceae*) on carcasses between swabbing and excision was found. The above authors suggested that a simple mean log trend (used in EU) may not be an appropriate tool for HACCP verification purposes. In addition, it should be kept in mind that there is no direct, quantitative correlation between the indicators and pathogens (e.g. *Salmonella*) on carcasses. Nevertheless, at general level, the higher the faecal indicator levels, the worse process hygiene so the higher meat safety risks, could be expected.

### 6.3.3. Conclusions on risk mitigation options at harvest level

Because the slaughter and dressing of infected and/or contaminated pigs is the main risk factor, the provision of pigs that are virtually “*Salmonella*-free” is a significant litigatory factor. Therefore, it is essential to establish measures to prevent/reduce meat contamination at pig slaughterhouses based on GHP- and HACCP-principles including limitation of the level of contamination of the animals or their intensity of excretion of salmonellae at the end of the fattening phase.

The objective is to decrease the pathogen load on slaughtered pigs as follows:

- if *Salmonella* infection is eliminated or reduced to very low levels, contamination at TL will also be reduced or even eliminated (Thorberg and Engvall, 2001). Best results will be obtained if *Salmonella* negative herds are slaughtered in different slaughterhouses than *Salmonella* positive herds (thereby separated during transport, lairage and cooling) (Swanenburg *et al.*, 2001b),
- transport in cleaned and disinfected trucks,
- effective controls during transport-lairaging phase including separation of batches and cleaning-disinfection of the lairage between batches of pigs,
- shorter lairage duration decreases the risk of caecal contamination,
- application of frequent cleanings and disinfections in the piggeries at the slaughterhouse (about 2 to 3h),
- ensure hygienic procedures for the personnel, the equipment and the environment of the room, including cleaning and disinfection procedures, temperature control of the room and of the products, are operated and by applying HACCP concept,
- decrease pathogen contamination of carcasses, slaughter/dressing technology by ensuring:
  - that slaughter is performed according to HACCP principles in association with GHP focusing on avoiding faecal and oral contamination of carcasses,
  - slaughter of pigs from *Salmonella*-free batches/herds before pigs from *Salmonella*-positive batches/herds,
  - an effective feed withdrawal,
  - increased sanitation after slaughter of high risk herds,
  - prevention/reduction of negative microbiological effects of critical operations on slaughterline, especially carcass polishing,
sterilisation between carcasses of slaughterline equipment in contact with edible tissues, and all equipment thoroughly cleaned and disinfected preferably several times during a slaughter day,

- rapid cooling to temperatures of 7°C or below avoids the multiplication of \textit{Salmonella},

- meat/carcass decontamination could be considered in special situations, under the supervision of the competent health authorities. However decontamination should not be a substitute for above mentioned recommendations (6.3.2.3.2),

- monitoring, including corrective actions, of the hygiene of the slaughter process, effectiveness of cleaning/sanitation and of other process hygiene controls by suitable methods should take place,

- certain modifications of the conventional pig slaughterline technology could result in reduction of microbial loads on carcasses including \textit{Salmonella} (Chapter 6.3.2.3.1).

6.4. Risk mitigation options for \textit{Salmonella} at post-harvest

6.4.1. Effects and mitigation options of cutting, deboning and meat preparations

6.4.1.1. Fresh meat

After slaughtering and dressing, carcasses are chilled in different conditions and then cut in different parts. These products (half carcasses, quarter, meat…) can be sold as fresh or frozen.

These products could be contaminated by \textit{Salmonella} serovars and outbreaks can occur. During these operations, microbial contamination can occur, especially by using utensils (knives saws, etc.), and by prior handling of contaminated products. In a study conducted in two pork slaughter and cutting plants, Giovanacci \textit{et al.} (2001) found that in most cases, serovars or genotypes of \textit{Salmonella} found in the cutting room has earlier been identified at the supplying slaughter plant. These cross contaminations in the cutting plant can be contribute to an increasing in the prevalence of positive \textit{Salmonella} spp.

Furthermore, cutting and deboning operations can themselves be a source of contamination of the meat, by spraying bacteria from the surface of the carcasses to the internal part (muscle). The resulting presence of \textit{Salmonella} serovars in the exposed core of the meat thus exposed could be an important risk factor. For example, the consumption of undercooked roast pork internally contaminated by \textit{Salmonella} Typhimurium was associated with a salmonellosis outbreak in Australia (Delpech \textit{et al.}, 1998).

The risk of \textit{Salmonella} contamination is mainly in relation with the initial contamination of the surface carcasses and with the hygienic quality of these operations.
In some cases the final products is mechanically deboned meat or minced meat. Again, the process used re-distributes microorganisms present on meat surfaces throughout the product (Concerted Action CT94-1456, 1997). Due to the structure of the meat, these products are very sensitive to microbial contamination. In this way, the presence of *Salmonella* serovars on the carcass before deboning is an important risk factor.

The risk of *Salmonella* contamination is mainly associated with the level of the initial contamination of the surface carcasses and with the standards of hygienic practices of these operations. The likelihood of salmonellae being present in fresh meat including pork can be high, especially when originating from carcasses with a high prevalence of salmonellae (SCVMPH, 2003).

### 6.4.1.2. Meat preparations

Meat preparations consist of raw ground (minced) meat for different animal products (beef, pork, chicken, turkey) with added compounds (salts, spices). These products are not preserved by means of reduced water activity $a_w$ or pH. Although such meat preparations may be cooked, they are commonly eaten raw. The probability of salmonellae occurring in “meat preparations” is high, especially in products originating from raw material with a high prevalence. If the product is eaten raw, the risk of contracting salmonellosis is consequently higher (SCVMPH, 2003).

### 6.4.1.3. Edible offals

Heart, lungs, liver, kidney, are used for human consumption. However, edible offals are generally consumed after heating, which lowers the risk of transmission of salmonellae and may also be lethal for heat-sensitive salmonellae (SCVMPH, 2003).

### 6.4.1.4. Mitigation options

During all these operations it is important to control the risk of microbial contamination by ensuring that hygienic procedures for the personnel, the equipment and the environment of the room, including cleaning and disinfection procedures, temperature control of the room and of the products, are operated and by applying HACCP concept. However, the processing of contaminated carcasses is the main risk factor. Consequently the provision of carcasses that are virtually “*Salmonella*-free” is recognized as a significant litigatory factor; this status can be attained by using methods described in earlier chapters.

### 6.4.2. Effects and mitigations options of processing

The initial objective of further processing of meat is to extend keeping quality during the storage time. More recently, other processes have been introduced in order to increase the value of the final product.

All edible parts of the carcass may be used including muscle, with or without bone, heart, liver kidney, fat, blood, etc.
6.4.2.1. Curing
This technique involves the addition of some additives (e.g. sodium chloride, sodium nitrite, potassium nitrate or their combination) to a raw meat, in dry or aqueous solution form. The addition of salts mainly reduces the aw of the product and then has a role to inhibit the growth of microorganisms (bacteriostatic). However, curing does not eliminate microbial hazards and some bacteria such as *Salmonella* spp. can survive for a considerable time (weeks) in immersion brines and thus spread to uncontaminated meat during curing.

Furthermore, due to the consumers’ demand, the level of salts used is more and more low, decreasing the bacteriostatic effect of this compound. In that way it’s necessary to combine this process with another one such as fermentation or to keep these products under chill conditions to minimize potential hazards.

6.4.2.2. Fermentation
This process results of the fermentation of lactic acid bacteria (Lactic acid bacteria and Gram positive cocci) present into the raw meat and frequently by addition of starter cultures mainly to decrease the process time of fermentation. The role of these bacteria is to decrease the pH of the meat under 4.6-5.0.

Usually finished fermented meat products do not support the growth of pathogenic microorganisms and could be considered as low risk products. Nevertheless some pathogens such as *Salmonella* may survive particularly if the ultimate pH value is not sufficiently low, and outbreaks due to contaminated “natural” or “no-fermented” sausages have been described (Prencipe *et al.*, 2000).

There is a very wide range of fermentation procedures. Some of them, for example “Frische Mettwurst” are marketed within 3 or 5 days of production as a fresh fermented sausage (SCVMPH, 2003). Schmidt (1985) recovered salmonellae from these kind of products in 4.3% of samples tested. Inefficient fermentation has been associated with the presence of *Salmonella* spp. in sausages (ICMSF, 1998).

6.4.2.3. Drying
Drying inhibits microbial growth by depriving microorganisms of moisture. The inhibition is determined not so much by the water content of the meat, but rather by the availability of the water (aw).

For many products, drying is applied in combination with fermentation for example to produce sausages, or as the final phase of production for cured ham.

6.4.2.4. Smoking
Smoking can be achieved by contact with smoke aerosol or by treatment with a liquid smoke. These products contain a variety of organic compounds active against Gram negative bacteria and other microorganisms.
6.4.2.5. Mitigation options
There is a wide range of processed products using pork meat (sausages, ham, salamis, etc.). These products could be contaminated by *Salmonella* spp. mainly following the presence of these bacteria into the raw meat. Nevertheless processes used, (curing, fermentation, drying), sometimes in combination, allow to stop the growth of pathogenic bacteria, but some traditional salting, drying and smoking of raw pork meat are not effective enough against some serovars and can be the source of human outbreaks (Mertens *et al.*, 1999).

Some of these products should be considered as “Ready To Eat” (RTE) products. In that way, the level of contamination by *Salmonella* spp. should be as low as possible to prevent human outbreaks. Applying GHP during the process, and using low contaminated raw meat and ingredients, are the most important tools to prevent the presence of *Salmonella* spp. in the final product.

Furthermore, packaging using vacuum or modified atmosphere could be used to control the level of contamination.

6.4.3. Effects and mitigations options for retail and food preparation

6.4.3.1. Retail
At retail level, in some EU countries, the observed level of *Salmonella* contamination ranged between 1.2% (The Netherlands, pig meat) and 12.7% (Belgium, minced meat) (EFSA, 2005b). A study in Irish retail pork sausages showed a prevalence of between 1.7 and 4.4 %, depending the sampling period (Boughton *et al.*, 2004).

At butcher shops, some products can be deboned and or minced. This process can be a critical point for cross contamination. The application of specific codes of good hygienic practices, including maintaining the cold chain, is necessary to avoid cross contamination and increase of level of *Salmonella* spp. and other pathogenic bacteria into the meat presented to the consumer.

At the retail level, in some countries and shops, some processed meat such as ham, sausages, pâtés, could be sliced into individual parts. This process could also be a critical point, mainly due to the contamination of the side from the surface. Again application of codes of good hygienic practices and control of the temperature are the best options to control spread of *Salmonella* spp. and other pathogenic bacteria.

6.4.3.2. In private homes
Over the past two decades a substantial amount of valuable information about consumer food safety has been collected.

Epidemiological data from Europe, North America, Australia, and New Zealand indicate that substantial proportions of foodborne-disease can be attributed to food preparation practices used in the domestic environment. In Figure 7 data are presented on the incidence of foodborne disease outbreaks associated with private homes in Europe (Tirado and Schmidt, 2000).
Figure 7. Incidence of foodborne disease outbreaks (%) in some European countries associated with private homes (Tirado and Schmidt, 2000).

Historically, the largest proportions of reported foodborne disease outbreaks associated with private homes have been caused by *Salmonella* (Tirado and Schmidt, 2000). Epidemiological studies have indicated that sporadic cases or small outbreaks in homes account for the majority of food poisoning incidents (Worsfold and Griffith, 1997).

In an overview of Redmond and Griffith (2003) of observational studies a number of inadequate food-handling practices (risk factors) were indicated. Their results are summarised in Table 14.

In a study of among others Anderson et al. (2002) it reveals that the consumer’s intention to perform a food safety procedure does not always result in the implementation of that procedure. For example, although 85% of consumers indicated that they intended to wash their hands before food preparation, only 45% attempted to wash their hands before beginning to prepare food. The same applied for using a food thermometer: 30% reported owning a food thermometer; however 5% used a food thermometer to determine the internal temperature of their meat during cooking. Identical results were obtained from a UK study carried out by Griffith et al. (2001). They observed that 100% of the inquired persons were aware about hand washing after handling raw foods. Actually none of them practised hand washing.
6.4.3.3. Conclusion
The length of the pig/pork chain production is probably the longest in the agro-
industry. This means that during the each of the different steps, contamination can
occurred and it is necessary to address this successive potential risk by implementing
new options. This strategy based on a “hurdle concept” (Leistner and Gorris, 1995)
should be applied along the pig/pork chain production to maintain at a minimum the
level of contamination by Salmonella spp. The conclusions of a Danish risk
assessment study, concerning human salmonellosis due to multi-resistant Salmonella
typhimurium DT 104 from consumption of dry-cured pork sausages, show that
normally Salmonella spp., when present in raw pork, is usually in low numbers and
during processing, the level of contamination could be reduced around 2 to 3 logs
units (Alban et al., 2002b). During storage, Salmonella spp. can survive in these
products and their destruction by frying or grilling is not always effective (Mattick et
al., 2002).

6.4.4. Monitoring at post-harvest
The recent European Regulation no. 852/2004 on the hygiene of foodstuffs lays down
general rules for food business operators which are to be applied at all stages of
production, processing and distribution of food. In particular food business operators
shall comply with the general hygiene requirements and put in place, implement and
maintain a permanent procedure based on the HACCP principles. Furthermore they
shall comply with temperature control requirements for foodstuffs and maintain the
cold chain. In addition food business operators are to comply with microbiological
criteria established by the Commission Regulation (EC) 2073/2005. Concerning
Salmonella spp., minced meat, meat preparations, mechanically separated meat and
meat products intended to be eaten raw should be tested for food safety criteria; these
criteria define the acceptability of a product or a batch of foodstuff applicable to
products placed on the market, and unsatisfactory results shall induce the withdrawn
or recall of these products. In addition, some “process hygiene criterion”, indicating
the acceptable functioning of the production process, concerns the presence of
Salmonella spp. and the pork production (carcasses). The application of these criteria
in the HACCP procedures will contribute to produce “Salmonella-free or low
contaminated” carcasses and consequently to reduce the prevalence of contaminated
raw material entering the processing plant.

6.4.5. Further developments at post-harvest
The microbial stability and safety of both traditional and novel meat products are
frequently based on combination of several principles, sometimes called “hurdles”,
which prevent microorganisms growing in or on meat (Concerted Action CT94-1456,
1996). This concept of “hurdle” technology (Leistner and Gorris, 1995) requires to be
further improved not only to prevent the growth of Salmonella spp. and other
pathogenic bacteria during processing and storage of processed meat, but also to
reduce the number of these microorganisms present. For example, use of food
packaging materials inhibitory to microorganisms, so-called “active” packaging,
appears to be one of promising novel approaches not only to keep down the total
microbial level but also to have a bactericidal effect on spoilage and pathogenic
bacteria, including Salmonella serovars.
6.4.6. Conclusions on risk mitigation options at post-harvest
The processing of contaminated carcasses is the main risk factor. Consequently the provision of carcasses that are virtually “Salmonella-free” is recognized as a significant litigatory factor.

In order to reduce the consumers’ exposure to Salmonella, some mitigation options should be considered:

- ensure hygienic procedures for the personnel, the equipment and the environment of the room, including cleaning and disinfection procedures, temperature control of the room and of the products, are operated and by applying HACCP concept,
- application of a further developed hurdle technology in the production and preservation of raw and processed meat (pork) products,
- classification of a range of processed meat products containing pork and other meats as RTE products and subjecting these to compliance with specifications requiring the level of contamination by Salmonella spp. to be as low as possible to prevent human outbreaks,
- applying GHP during the process, and using low contaminated raw meat and ingredients, are the most important tools to prevent the presence of Salmonella spp. in the final product.

7. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS (based upon answers relating to the TOR)
7.1 Estimation of the contribution of pig/pork to food-borne salmonellosis.
- Based on the available statistics, pork is a significant source of human foodborne salmonellosis in Europe.
- The contribution of pork-associated salmonellosis to foodborne salmonellosis varies between countries. For most countries there are no data.
- Available data indicate that pork-associated human salmonellosis accounts for 5 to 30% of reported cases.

7.2 Prioritise Salmonella serotypes related to pigs according to their current significance for public health and where relevant for this scientific consultation, animal health.
- All Salmonella serovars isolated from pigs and pork are to be regarded as a hazard for Public Health.
- At present the most common serovar at EU level causing human foodborne infections from pork is S. Typhimurium; however there have been significant outbreaks due to other serovars.
- Presently, there is no scientific basis for serovar prioritization because serovar occurrence/distribution varies between countries and is changeable within a given country, in addition to infectivity-related uncertainties.
7.3 Identify and assess options for monitoring schemes aimed at detecting/evaluating *Salmonella* prevalence and/or previous exposure to *Salmonella* in pig production, at individual and herd level, indicating their respective advantages and disadvantages, including a comparison between protocols using immunological and bacteriological methods.

- There are two main options for monitoring schemes namely, those based on bacteriological methods and those based on immunological methods. When used appropriately for specific purposes, each of these approaches is of benefit.
- For monitoring purposes the results of immunological and bacteriological investigations cannot be compared directly, as they give different information.
- The choice between immunology and bacteriology, and their use in combination, will depend on the actual situation and the questions that require to be answered.
- Different applications for bacteriology and immunology can be distinguished. Bacteriology can be used when:
  - isolation of the strain is necessary for identification;
  - information about all *Salmonella* infections (all serovars) is required;
  - antimicrobial sensitivity testing is required;
  - the current *Salmonella* status of individual animals requires to be determined;
  - a description of the general diversity of infections with different serovars in a population is the purpose of the investigation;
  - the evaluation of *Salmonella*-free status of herds is required.

Immunology can be used for screening large numbers of blood and other samples, for example, for monitoring the effectiveness of control programmes in endemic regions or to establish the immunological status of a population (e.g. herd) and the prevalence of infection.

- Sustained compliance with detailed procedures is required in order to harmonize the collection, processing and reporting of comparable data from MS.

7.4 Assess the appropriateness of a progressive approach to reduce the risk to human health from *Salmonella* in different types of pig herds, starting with breeding pigs or with slaughter pigs.

- A holistic approach from breeding to slaughter and processing is required in order to reduce the risk to human health from *Salmonella* in pigs and pork. An emphasis on the measures taken at the finisher phase has been shown to result in a greater and more rapid reduction in *Salmonella* prevalence in pigs and pork than emphasis on measures taken at the sow level.
7.5 Identify the advantages and disadvantages of various specific methods at primary production aimed at reducing the risk to human health from the presence of Salmonella in pigs.

- In general, the control has to focus on the implementation of preventive actions in each phase of the entire production chain because there is no “silver bullet” through which the level of Salmonella contamination can be reduced.

- The control of Salmonella can follow those general rules that have been successfully applied to the control of other infectious diseases. More specifically, the following measures are required to be followed:

  - Prevention of introduction of Salmonella into the herd:
    - by infected animals, being the primary and major source of infection,
    - by feed, being a continuous risk for new introduction to herds in all MS,
    - from a contaminated environment (e.g. rodents) and by equipment and visitors.

  - Prevention of in-herd transmission:
    - Implementation of optimal hygienic and management routines; e.g. all-in-all-out systems, batch production with thorough cleaning and disinfection between batches,
    - identification and removal or isolation of Salmonella infected animals or group of animals,
    - control of vectors such as rodents and birds.

  - Increase resistance to infection:
    - Support good health and good management e.g. by reducing predisposing factors like the occurrence of other infectious diseases, e.g. dysentery (Brachyspira hyodysenteriae), Aujeszky’s disease and PRRS and worm infections,
    - the use of vaccine is a suitable option in a control programme depending on several factors, e.g. aim of the control plan (reduction or eradication), prevalence of Salmonella, etc. However, vaccination alone cannot eliminate Salmonella spp. from a herd,
    - the use of antimicrobials for Salmonella control in pigs should be discouraged due to public health risks associated with development, selection and spread of resistance. Their use should be limited to animal health/welfare purposes, subject to the approval of competent authority and under defined conditions that would minimize the risk for the public health,
    - the use of fermented liquid feed and acidifying compounds in feed and drinking water generally is found to have a Salmonella reducing effect.
• Strategies for interventions:
  - an initial monitoring is required in order to establish a basis, the true picture of the current situation from a public health point of view,
  - focus intervention for the control and elimination of all certain serovars associated with pigs and pork, as there is no scientific basis for focusing on certain serovars,
  - in medium and high prevalence countries (Chapter 6.2.3.2) interventions required to be based on a successive implementation of those *Salmonella* reducing steps specified in Chapter 6.2. The results to be achieved require to be assessed based upon a long term perspective,
  - at regularly controlled intervals the interventions required to be evaluated to ensure compliance and efficacy and necessary modifications undertaken. It is considered that while these interventions will considerably reduce the *Salmonella* prevalence at pre-harvest level, it remains to be seen if this strategy alone can result in a relatively *Salmonella*-free primary production system comparable to those systems that currently exist in the low prevalence countries,
  - low prevalence countries (Chapter 6.2.3.1) require to ensure that the favourable *Salmonella* situation achieved to-date is maintained by the continuous use and, where possible, cost effective improvement of current monitoring and intervention strategies,
  - for all MS a supporting monitoring programme is required to be in place and modified so as to meet the objectives and to apply appropriate strategies consistent with the status of the MS or region under consideration, as described above (Chapter 5.3).

**7.6 Identify options for monitoring and for risk mitigation of *Salmonella* in pork and products there from at different stages of the food chain after primary production.**

• After primary production available risk mitigation options can relate to the harvest level or the post-harvest level. The definition of harvest for the purpose of this report covers that part of the food chain beginning with the transport of the slaughter animals from the farm gate, the lairage phase, slaughtering itself, up to the cooling of the carcasses. The post-harvest level includes meat cutting and processing resulting in products that can be raw, fermented or subjected to bactericidal treatments (e.g. cooked), as well as storage, handling and preparation at retail and consumer levels.

• There is no universal mitigation option that could eliminate *Salmonella* spp. entirely from the harvest and post-harvest level. A combination of measures is most effective and in general is applicable to other foodborne pathogens. However, if *Salmonella* infection is eliminated or reduced to very low levels at the pre-harvest level, the risk of contamination at harvest and post-harvest level will also be reduced or even eliminated.
Reduction of the pathogen load in live pigs requires measures to produce slaughter pigs with as low a *Salmonella* prevalence as possible both at the pre-harvest level and also to maintain this low prevalence during the transport-lairage phase through the separation of batches, GHP and hygiene management and optimisation of transport and lairage time.

Assurance that slaughter is performed at a high level of hygiene and performed according to HACCP principles in association with GHP, focusing on the avoidance of faecal/intestinal contamination of carcasses.

Reduction of the pathogen load on the carcasses and offals of slaughtered pigs by the practice of GHP, the application of HACCP principles and where appropriate, logistic slaughtering.

Risk mitigation options during processing include the improvement of the bacterial quality of raw material (e.g. carcasses) used, process hygiene based on GHP and HACCP principles in accordance with the new European Regulation, maintenance of the cold chain, and the application of “hurdle” concept. At retail and consumer level, mitigation includes hygienic handling and proper cooling or heating of pork and pork products. These options and procedures require to be effectively communicated to retailers and consumers.

Meat/carcass decontamination may be considered in special situations, under the supervision of the competent authorities. However, decontamination should be regarded as an addition to, and not a substitute for, above mentioned recommendations.

Monitoring at harvest level is of relevance in regard to both process hygiene evaluation purposes and the evaluation of the *Salmonella* status of product throughout the entire food chain. For human exposure assessment, monitoring requires to be conducted at the pre-consumption level.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1. Risk mitigation options for *Salmonella* at pre-harvest level

- A panel of reference sera for the evaluation and harmonization of immunological tests and to be used for ring-trials should be established.
- New information to be gathered through zoonosis monitoring based on Directive 2003/99/EC could be used also for further scientifically based considerations whether or not is possible to prioritize *Salmonella* serovars in the future.
- The effectiveness of intervention “packages” (combinations of e.g. all-in/all-out and cleaning, disinfection with acidifying feed and or drinking water, vaccination, use of competitive exclusion) in improving the *Salmonella*-status of infected herds should be evaluated.
- Methods used for the prevention of *Salmonella* infection in swine from *Salmonella* contaminated feed should be further scientifically assessed. This includes particular methods for detection, decontamination and traceability along the feed chain.
More scientifically documented knowledge on how to reduce *Salmonella* prevalence at herd level is needed. In advance of and, in particular, during the implementation of the EU interventions, studies to evaluate the effectiveness of different strategies are required.

Sampling and testing methods for pigs, pork and faecal material (e.g. ISO-methods) should be harmonized.

More scientifically based information on the role of weaned piglets as source of *Salmonella* for fattening farms is needed.

The relation between other (enteric) pig diseases and the occurrence of *Salmonella* in pigs need to be clarified.

Reproducible sub-clinical infection model for *Salmonella* in swine, to be able to analyze and compare the effectiveness of different intervention strategies, should be developed.

There is a need to investigate whether differences in applicability/efficacy of risk mitigation options between different pig production systems (e.g. organic versus industrial) exist.

### 8.2. Risk mitigation options for *Salmonella* at harvest level

The effectiveness of possible modifications in the conventional pig slaughterline technology in reducing the *Salmonella* loads on carcasses and offals should be investigated. Such modifications should aim primarily at improving hygiene parameters.

Overall positive and negative effects of meat decontamination treatments should be accurately evaluated through laboratory-based studies and application under commercial conditions.

### 8.3. Risk mitigation options for *Salmonella* at post-harvest level

Further work focused on efficacy optimization of “hurdle” technology, as well as on development of novel approaches aimed at *Salmonella* reduction, during processing-storage stages, should be encouraged.
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12. GLOSSARY

- **Contaminant**: any biological or chemical agent, foreign matter, or other substances not intentionally added to food which may compromise food safety or suitability.\(^\text{10}\)

- **Contamination**: the introduction or occurrence of a contaminant in food or food environment.\(^\text{12}\)

- **Disease Monitoring**: the ongoing efforts directed at assessing the health and disease status of a given population. This activity necessitates a system for collecting, processing and summarising data and disseminating information to appropriate agents and individuals.\(^\text{11}\)

- **Disease Surveillance**: the ongoing, systematic collection and evaluation of data describing the occurrence and spread of disease.\(^\text{12}\) It describes a more active system and implies that some form of directed action will be taken if the data indicate a disease level above a certain threshold.\(^\text{13}\)

- **Harvest stage or level**: the part of the food chain beginning with the transport of the slaughter animals from the farm gate, the lairage phase, slaughtering itself, up to the cooling of the carcasses.

- **Infection**: the presence of the pathogenic agent in the host.\(^\text{13}\)

- **Pre-harvest stage or level**: the part of the food chain which includes the period when the animals are held on the holding or farm up to the point when the pigs leave the farm and are loaded for transportation to the slaughterhouse.

- **Post harvest stage or level**: the part of the food chain which includes cutting and processing, production of raw, fermented or “safe products” up to retail and consumer levels.

- **Primary production\(^\text{14}\)**: the production, rearing or growing of primary products including harvesting, milking and farmed animal production prior to slaughter. It also includes hunting and fishing and the harvesting of wild products.

---


\(^\text{14}\) Regulation 178/2002. OJ L31/01.02.2002 p.1
13. ANNEXES

13.1. ANNEX I - Tables

Table 1: The regional development of global pork production between 1970 and 2003, data in 1000 tonnes (t) (Source: FAO database).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>1970</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1990</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>Total increase (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>8452</td>
<td>15810</td>
<td>29568</td>
<td>53505</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>13516</td>
<td>19299</td>
<td>21641</td>
<td>25381</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>4453</td>
<td>5184</td>
<td>6655</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North and Central America</td>
<td>7746</td>
<td>10009</td>
<td>9103</td>
<td>12247</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>1306</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>3373</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>35793</td>
<td>52679</td>
<td>69862</td>
<td>95779</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The ten leading countries in global pork production in 1990 and 2003, data in 1000 tonnes (t) (Source: FAO database).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>1990 Production</th>
<th>1990 Share (%)</th>
<th>2003 Production</th>
<th>2003 Share (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>24016</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>45567</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>6964</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>8931</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>6654</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>4123</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>4457</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1789</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2145</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1726</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>1661</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1795</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1555</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1761</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1333</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1657</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 countries</td>
<td>52010</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>73597</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>69862</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>95779</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: The development of pork production in the EU-15 between 1970 and 2003, data in 1000 tonnes (Source: FAO database).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>3399</td>
<td>4418</td>
<td>4457</td>
<td>4123</td>
<td>+ 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>1182</td>
<td>1789</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>+ 550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1375</td>
<td>1803</td>
<td>1726</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>+ 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>1208</td>
<td>1761</td>
<td>+ 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>1085</td>
<td>1333</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>+ 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>1661</td>
<td>1420</td>
<td>+ 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium/Lux.</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>1062</td>
<td>+ 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>- 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>+ 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>+ 251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>+ 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>+ 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>+ 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>+ 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU (15)</td>
<td>9636</td>
<td>13547</td>
<td>15476</td>
<td>17986</td>
<td>+ 87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4: Pig stocks and pork production in the EU Member States (2004) (Source FAO-Database).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Pigs (1000 tonnes)</th>
<th>% of total</th>
<th>Pigmeat (1000 tonnes)</th>
<th>% of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>26495</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>4366</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>23990</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>3335</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>15189</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>2290</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>18100</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>13257</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>1762</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>9223</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1618</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>11122</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1245</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>6366</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>5038</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>4913</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>3245</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Rep.</td>
<td>3309</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>2203</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1732</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1394</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>1443</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>1054</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxemburg</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU (25)</td>
<td>153173</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>21592</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 5:** Most frequently reported *Salmonella* serovars in humans based on laboratory surveillance data (WHO, 2001; EC 2002, EC 2004, EC 2005, EFSA 2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>S. Enteritidis</th>
<th>S. Typhimurium</th>
<th>S. Infantis</th>
<th>S. Hadar</th>
<th>S. Virchow</th>
<th>Other serovars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1993(^1) 1994(^1)</td>
<td>74% 77%</td>
<td>20% 16%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995(^1)</td>
<td>77% 77%</td>
<td>17% 16%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996(^1)</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>16% 16%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997(^1)</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>15% 12%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998(^1)</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>13% 12%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000(^2)</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>17% 13%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002(^3)</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>17% 13%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003(^4)</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004(^5)</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) WHO, 2001; \(^2\) EC, 2002; \(^3\) EC 2004; \(^4\) EC 2005; \(^5\) EFSA 2005
Table 6: Distribution of the most common *Salmonella* serovars in humans (source: Reports on Trends and sources of zoonotic agents in animals, feedingstuffs, food and man in the European Union and Norway, 2000-2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>n isolates serotyped considered</th>
<th>Serotypes</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A; B, C; Cz; D; E; F; Fr; G; Gr; H; Ir; La; Li; M; UK; PL; SI; Sk; Sp; Sw; Nh</td>
<td>157164</td>
<td>S. Enteritidis</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Group D</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Newport</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Virchow</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Stanley</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Group B</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Hadar</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>REPORT 2004</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A; B; D; F; Fr; G; Gr; Ir; L; Nh; N; P; Sp; Sw; UK</td>
<td>133494</td>
<td>S. Enteritidis</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Virchow</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Hadar</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Group D</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Group B</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Newport</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agona</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Branderup</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Stanley</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>REPORT 2003</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A; B; D; F; Fr; G; Ir; L; Nh; N; P; Sp; Sw; UK</td>
<td>127783</td>
<td>S. Enteritidis</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Virchow</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Group D</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Hadar</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Group B</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Agona</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Brandenburg</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Newport</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Branderup</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>REPORT 2002</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Countries n isolates serotyped considered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>S. Enteritidis</th>
<th>S. Typhimurium</th>
<th>S. Infantis</th>
<th>S. Virchow</th>
<th>S. Hadar</th>
<th>S. Bovismorbificans</th>
<th>S. Agona</th>
<th>S. Derby</th>
<th>S. Oranienburg</th>
<th>S. Newport</th>
<th>S. Brandenburg</th>
<th>S. Brandenburg</th>
<th>S. Branderup</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A; B; D; F; G; Gr; Ir; L; Nh; N; P; Sp; Sw; UK</td>
<td>114253</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>REPORT 2001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A; B; D; UK; F; Ir; N; Sw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REPORT 2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: Austria; B: Belgium; C: Cyprus; Cz: Czech Republic; E: Estonia; D: Denmark; F: Finland; Fr: France; G: Germany; Gr: Greece; H: Hungary; Ir: Ireland; I: Italy; L: Luxemburg; L: Latvia; Li: Lithuania; M: Malta; Nh: Netherlands; P: Portugal; Pl: Poland; Sp: Spain; Sw: Sweden; N: Norway; NI: North Ireland; UK: United Kingdom; Sk: Slovakia; Sl: Slovenia
Table 7: Pork identified as the contamination source in recent *Salmonella* associated outbreaks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th><em>Salmonella</em> serovar</th>
<th>Infection source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Torpdahl <em>et al.</em>, 2006</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>Pork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Gilsdorf <em>et al.</em>, 2005</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>S. Bovismorbificans</td>
<td>Raw minced pork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Quinn <em>et al.</em>, 2003</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>Roast pork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Buchholz <em>et al.</em>, 2005</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>S. München</td>
<td>Raw pork meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Tribe and Walker, 2000</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>De-boned spiced pork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Mølbak and Hald, 1997</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>Pork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Wegener and Baggesen, 1996</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>Pork</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8: Distribution of the most common *Salmonella* serovars in compound feedingstuffs (source: Reports on trends and sources of zoonotic agents in animals, feedingstuffs, food and man in the European Union and Norway, 2000-2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>ISOLATED</th>
<th>SEROTYPED</th>
<th>SEROVARS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>YEAR 2000</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Montevideo (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Meleagris (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Tennessee (2); <em>S.</em> Derby (1); <em>S.</em> Typhimurium (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Typhimurium (1); serovars other than <em>S.</em> Typhimurium or <em>S.</em> Enteritidis (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK (Great Britain)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Agona (22); <em>S.</em> Anatum (2); <em>S.</em> Kedougou (2); <em>S.</em> Tennessee (2); <em>S.</em> Agama (1); <em>S.</em> Cubana (1); <em>S.</em> Kiel (1); <em>S.</em> Mbandaka (1); <em>S.</em> Messina (1); <em>S.</em> Montevideo (1); <em>S.</em> Poona (1); <em>S.</em> Taksony (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YEAR 2001</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Panama (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Agona (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Enteritidis (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK (Great Britain)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Agama (2); *Agona (6); *Ajiobo (1); <em>S.</em> Cubana (1); <em>S.</em> Lexington (3); <em>S.</em> Mbandaka (4); <em>S.</em> Montevideo (1); <em>S.</em> Newington (4); <em>S.</em> Oranienburg (1); <em>S.</em> Rissen (1); <em>S.</em> Tennessee (2); <em>S.</em> Yoruba (1); <em>S.</em> Typhimurium (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YEAR 2002</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Falkensee (1); <em>S.</em> Lille (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Anatum (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Abony (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Mbandaka (1); <em>S.</em> Worthington (1); <em>S.</em> Bareily (1); <em>S.</em> Carrau (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK (Great Britain)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>36</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Agama (1); <em>S.</em> Agona (6); <em>S.</em> Anatum (1); <em>S.</em> Cubana (1); <em>S.</em> Havana (2); <em>S.</em> Kedougou (7); <em>S.</em> Kentucky (1); <em>S.</em> Lexington (1); <em>S.</em> Livingstone (1); <em>S.</em> Mbandaka (8); <em>S.</em> Montevideo (1); <em>S.</em> Newington (1); <em>S.</em> Rissen (1); <em>S.</em> Senftenberg (1); <em>S.</em> Taksony (1); <em>S.</em> Worthington (1); <em>S.</em> Typhimurium (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK (Northern Ireland)</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>275</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Typhimurium (148); serovars other than <em>S.</em> Typhimurium or <em>S.</em> Enteritidis (127)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YEAR 2003</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Thompsom (1); <em>S.</em> Brandenburg (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Idikan (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Senftenberg (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Typhimurium (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK (Great Britain)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Agama (1); <em>S.</em> Agona (2); <em>S.</em> Anatum (3); <em>S.</em> Cubana (1); <em>S.</em> Dublin (1); <em>S.</em> Ealing (1); <em>S.</em> Java (1); <em>S.</em> Kedougou (1); <em>S.</em> Lexington (1); <em>S.</em> Mbandaka (4); <em>S.</em> Meleagris (1); <em>S.</em> Oranienburg (1); <em>S.</em> Rissen (1); <em>S.</em> Senftenberg (1); <em>S.</em> Worthington (1); <em>S.</em> Typhimurium (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YEAR 2004</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Enteritidis (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Enteritidis (1); <em>S.</em> Typhimurium (2);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Enteritidis (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Infantis (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Typhimurium (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK (Great Britain +</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td><em>S.</em> Typhimurium (2); <em>S.</em> Agona (3); <em>S.</em> Kedougou (1); <em>S.</em> Kentucky (1); <em>S.</em> Mbandaka (2); <em>S.</em> Meeleagris (1); <em>S.</em> Montevideo (1); <em>S.</em> Rissen (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9: Distribution of the most common *Salmonella* serovars in pigs, in MS that have serotyped at least 25 monitoring isolates. The serovar distribution for each MS was based on the number of serotyped isolates, including nontypeable isolates (source: Reports on Trends and sources of zoonotic agents in animals, feedingstuffs, food and man in the European Union and Norway, 2000-2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>n isolates serotyped considered</th>
<th>Serovars</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cz; D; G; H; I; UK; Pl; Sl; Nh; B</td>
<td>2551</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>Distribution of the most common <em>Salmonella</em> serotypes in pigs in MS that have serotyped at least 25 monitoring isolates. REPORT 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A; B; G; D; F; Fr; Ir; I; L; Nh; N; P; Sp; UK</td>
<td>3930</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>52.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Gr. B-O-orm</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Golgcoast</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Livingstone</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Panama</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Dublin</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Brandenburg</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A; B; G; D; Fr; Ir; I; L; Nh; N; P; Sw; UK</td>
<td>2348</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>57.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>10.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Bovismorbificans</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Brandenburg</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. London</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Manhattan</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Livingstone</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Goldcoast</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Countries n isolates serotyped considered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serovars</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>58.71</td>
<td>REPORT 2001 * data obtained considering the number of isolates typed/positive flocks/positive animals/positive reported by each MS. In some MS, only S. Enteritidis and S. Typhimurium are covered in the report and these data are not considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Newport</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Brandenburg</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Livingstone</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Enteritidis</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Anatum</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Panama</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>49.74</td>
<td>REPORT 2000 * data obtained considering the number of isolates typed/positive flocks/positive animals/positive reported by each MS. In some MS, only S. Enteritidis and S. Typhimurium are covered in the report and these data are not considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>19.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Kedougou</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Goldcoast</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Brandenburg</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Panama</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Livingstone</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. 4,5:i:-</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Enteritidis</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: Austria; B: Belgium; C: Cyprus; Cz: Czech Republic; E: Estonia; D: Denmark; F: Finland; Fr: France; G: Germany; Gr: Greece; H: Hungary; Ir: Ireland; I: Italy; L: Luxemburg; L: Latvia; Li: Lithuania; M: Malta; Nh: Netherlands; P: Portugal; Pl: Poland; Sp: Spain; Sw: Sweden; N: Norway; NI: North Ireland; UK: United Kingdom; Sk: Slovakia; Sl: Slovenia
**Table 10:** Distribution of the most common *Salmonella* serovars in pig meat, in MS that have serotyped at least 25 monitoring isolates. The serovar distribution for each MS was based on the number of serotyped isolates, including nontypeable isolates (source: Reports on Trends and sources of zoonotic agents in animals, feedingstuffs, food and man in the European Union and Norway, 2000-2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>N isolates serotyped</th>
<th>Serotypes</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D; B, G; H; Ir; I</td>
<td>1411</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>Distribution of the most common <em>Salmonella</em> serotypes in pork in MS that have serotyped at least 25 monitoring isolates. REPORT 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. London</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. 4,12:i:-</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Anatum</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Rissen</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Bredeney</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Livingstone</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A; B; G; D; F; Fr; Gr; Ir; I Nh; P; Sp</td>
<td>1212</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>39.93</td>
<td>REPORT 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>20.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Enteritidis</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Brandenburg</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. London</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. O:5-</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. I-Rauform</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. G. B O-form</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Livingstone</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries</td>
<td>N isolates serotyped</td>
<td>Serotypes</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B; D; F, Fr; G; Ir; I; Nh; S</td>
<td>1181</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>36.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>17.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Enteritidis</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Anatum</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Brandenburg</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Orion</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>REPORT 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Panama</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>15.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Brandenburg</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Bredney</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. London</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Enteritidis</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B; N; P</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>S. Typhimurium</td>
<td>29.76</td>
<td>REPORT 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Derby</td>
<td>27.98</td>
<td>* data obtained considering the number of isolates typed/positive flocks/positive animals/positive reported by each MS. In some MS, only S. Enteritidis are covered in the report and these data are not considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Brandenburg</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Livingstone</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. London</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Goldcoast</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Bredney</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Infantis</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. Dublin</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: Austria; B: Belgium; C: Cyprus; Cz: Czech Republic; E: Estonia; D: Denmark; F: Finland; Fr: France; G: Germany; Gr: Greece; H: Hungary; Ir: Ireland; I: Italy; L: Luxemburg; L: Latvia; Li: Lithuania; M: Malta; Nh: Netherlands; P: Portugal; Pl: Poland; Sp: Spain; Sw: Sweden; N: Norway; NI: North Ireland; UK: United Kingdom; Sk: Slovakia; Sl: Slovenia
Table 11: Characteristics of methodologies for the isolation by culture of *Salmonella* and the detection of antibodies against *Salmonella*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Isolation (culture)</th>
<th>Antibody detection (immunology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>Direct method, detects the pathogen itself, identifies infection/excretion at present</td>
<td>Indirect method, detects antibodies, identifies previous exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>Faeces, feed, carcasses and many other different sources including environmental samples</td>
<td>Serum, colostrum, meat drip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation of the strain, making identification possible</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimicrobial resistance testing possible</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantification of <em>Salmonella</em> possible</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers all serovars</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Depending on 1) infection stage, 2) matrix and 3) amount of analysed material 4) method of analysis</td>
<td>Depending on 1) antigens (serogroups) which are part of the coating, 2) infection stage 3) cut-off, 4) serovar infecting the pig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity on herd level</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>High in endemic areas, may be lower in non-endemic populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation in methods</td>
<td>Large standardization and harmonization of methods needed.</td>
<td>Minor international reference sera needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation between labs</td>
<td>Minor,</td>
<td>Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation of result</td>
<td>Manual, depends on training of lab technician</td>
<td>Automated reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring trials</td>
<td>Difficult, costly</td>
<td>Not very complicated, International reference sera needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs per test</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation</td>
<td>Difficult at present</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window of opportunity to isolate <em>Salmonella</em> or antibodies from individual#</td>
<td>Medium (days to weeks, intermittent shedding)</td>
<td>Large (months, continuous)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window of opportunity to isolate <em>Salmonella</em> or antibodies from herds</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response time*</td>
<td>(Very) Short (can be hours)</td>
<td>Long (2 to 3 weeks to 2 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Where:</td>
<td>1) screening large numbers of samples for ex Surveillance of effect of control programmes in endemic regions .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) Isolation of the bacteria is necessary for identification;</td>
<td>2) To establish a herd status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Information about all <em>Salmonella</em> infections (all serovars) is needed;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Antimicrobial resistance testing is needed;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) the current <em>Salmonella</em> status of individual animals is needed;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Description of the general diversity of infections with different serovars in a population</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) to declare herds “free from <em>Salmonella</em>”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# the time frame in which it is possible to detect the infection in an individual infected animal

* time between infection and the first possible positive test
Table 12: Flow chart of the standard ISO 6579 methods recommended for analysis of samples (ISO, 2002)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection of <em>Salmonella</em> from food and feed</th>
<th>Detection of <em>Salmonella</em> in animal faeces</th>
<th>PRE-ENRICHMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buffered peptone water (BPW). Incubation 18 h. at 37°C ±1°C</td>
<td>0,1 ml of culture onto MSRV Incubation for 24 ± 3 h at 41.5°C ±1°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,1 ml of culture + 10 ml RVS Incubation for 24 ± 3 h. at 41.5°C ±1°C</td>
<td>1 ml of culture + 10 ml MKTTn Incubation for 24 ± 3 h. at 37°C ±1°C</td>
<td>SELECTIVE ENRICHMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0,1 ml of culture + 10 ml MKTTn Incubation for 24 ± 3 h. at 37°C ±1°C</td>
<td>ISOLATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CONFIRMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLD medium and second agar of choice. Incubation for 24 ± 3 h. at 37°C ± 1°C</td>
<td>From each plate test a characteristic colony. If negative, test four other marked colonies Nutrient agar, incubated for 24 ± 3 h. at 37°C ± 1°C Biochemical and serological confirmation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Variability of some factors affecting bacterial recoveries by sampling methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable factors</th>
<th>Affecting excision methods</th>
<th>Affecting swabbing methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microbial transfers</td>
<td>Single (meat-diluent)</td>
<td>Double (meat-swab; swab-diluent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbial attachment-detachment to meat surface</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbial attachment-detachment to swab material</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff-related factors during sampling (e.g. pressure, strokes)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrasiveness of the swab material</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 14: Observed risk factors during consumer meal preparation in the United Kingdom and the United States (Redmond and Griffith, 2003).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food handling practice (risk factors)</th>
<th>UK consumer home kitchen</th>
<th>U.S. consumer home kitchen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooking</td>
<td>15% did not cook foods to an internal temperature of 75°C</td>
<td>18-24% used internal cooking temperatures that were to low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>100% failed to implement necessary actions for adequate cooling</td>
<td>24-47% implemented improper cooling procedures for leftovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>57% left cooked chicken salad at room temperature for storage</td>
<td>44% stored leftover meatloaf in the original cooking container with lid or plastic covering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand washing and drying</td>
<td>93-100% failed to wash and dry their hands immediately</td>
<td>29-57% neglected hand washing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions that increased cross-contamination potential during the preparation of raw meat</td>
<td>52% failed proper hand washing</td>
<td>84% of cross-contamination actions observed involved transmission from potentially contaminated raw meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60% failed to wash and dry chopping board and or knife for cutting meat</td>
<td>80% did not use separate areas of the kitchen for raw and RTE foods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13.2. ANNEX II - existing national Salmonella monitoring and control programmes

13.2.1. Countries with a Low Prevalence Status (Sweden, Finland and Norway)

13.2.1.1. The Control of Salmonella in Sweden

**Historical background**
A general control of *Salmonella* started in the early 1950-ies following severe *Salmonella* epidemics in particular when *Salmonella* was spread from a slaughterhouse in 1953-54 and more than 9 000 people were recorded sick and 90 people died (Lundbeck *et al.*, 1955).

**The current control in swine production**
The objective of the control is to ensure that all animal products delivered to human consumption are free from *Salmonella*.

Any finding of *Salmonella*, irrespective of serovar, in animals, humans, feed and food is compulsory notifiable, independent of reason for sampling. All primary isolates are sero and phage typed and primary isolates from animals are tested for antibiotic resistance. If a veterinarian suspects that an animal is *Salmonella* infected he/she is obliged to perform further investigations to clarify this. Furthermore all sanitary slaughtered animals are tested for *Salmonella*.

The strategy is to monitor at critical points of the production chain to ensure that no *Salmonella* contamination occurs. When *Salmonella* is isolated, irrespectively of serovar and in case of live animals whether clinical signs are present, actions are taken to eliminate the microbe. Infected farms are e.g. subjected to restrictions which include a ban of movement of animals except for transport to sanitary slaughter. Environment and animals are sampled and tested by bacteriological method for *Salmonella*. *Salmonella* carriers are eventually slaughtered or destroyed followed by careful cleaning and disinfection. Restrictions are lifted following two negative samplings of the whole herd. Up and down streams epidemiological tracing is undertaken and followed up by similar actions. The basic principle of the control is the non acceptance of *Salmonella* contaminated animals, feed and food products.

According to an EU approved scheme additional monitoring for *Salmonella* is done on a statistical basis since 1995. Annually, approximately 6 000 pigs at slaughter (five ileocaecal/intestinal lymph nodes per animal), approximately 6 000 carcasses (1 400cm² is swabbed) and 4-5 000 scraping from pork/beef at cutting plants are analysed for the presence of *Salmonella*. In addition, 59 faecal samples from all elite-breeding and multiplier herds are tested annually and sow pools twice a year. Furthermore, in all herds affiliated to a voluntary quality assurance program covering about 60-65% of all slaughtered pigs (approximately 1 300 herds in 2004) 10 faecal samples are collected annually. The testing is paid by the industry and in case of
restrictions different degrees of compensation, governmental or by means of insurance are in place depending on compensatory preventive actions in place.

Furthermore all sanitary slaughtered animals as well as any suspect animal at normal slaughter will be tested. If *Salmonella* is suspected at autopsy or due to clinical signs, samples for *Salmonella* is also collected.

**Control of feed**

In the Swedish *Salmonella* control programme for food producing animals the control of animal feed is an essential element. Monitoring and control of feed has been carried out by the feed industry since the late 1940’s (Thal et al., 1957). In accordance with the Swedish animal feed legislation feed must be *Salmonella* negative.

The need to control *Salmonella* in feed production became the primary objective for an industry association founded in 1958, comprising most of the Swedish feed companies. Several of the early guidelines on how to control *Salmonella*, were developed as industry recommendations in collaboration with government experts. Since 1991, a Hazard Analysis of Critical Control Point (HACCP) approach has been employed in the control of feed mills, with critical control points being monitored weekly (Sternberg Lewerin et al., 2005).

The control of *Salmonella* in commercial feed must be based on several different strategies. An important part of the programme is the control and quarantine of contaminated raw materials before ingredients may be incorporated into compounded feed. After a proper heat treatment, care must be taken not to re-contaminate the feed during cooling, transport or storage at the farm level. An important point of the control programme is the HACCP-based process control in the feed mill where the main hazards are identified. The aim is to make sure that the processing line for feed is not contaminated with *Salmonella*. Temperatures above 75°C are used in the feed mills during pelleting for at least 30 seconds. Another important factor is the hygiene of the premises and the need to develop efficient procedures for cleaning and disinfection, particularly of the processing line (Sternberg Lewerin et al., 2005).

**Statistics and documentation**

The control has continuously been described and statistics and related data on the isolation of *Salmonella* from animals, feed and food products as well as resistance patterns from animals have regularly been published (Anonymous, SVARM, 2004).

**Supporting references**


13.2.2. Countries with a Medium or Higher Prevalence Status

13.2.2.1. The Danish surveillance program of Salmonella in pigs and pork production

In 1995, a serological surveillance programme for detection of Salmonella infection in slaughter-pig herds was implemented. The programme has been adjusted over the years and revisions have previously been described in Annual Reports 2000-2002. Originally, the Danish Veterinary and Food Administration (DVFA) was responsible for the administration of the programme. However, since May 2002, the Danish Bacon and Meat Council (DBMC) has carried out the daily administration supervised by the DFVA. All data from the surveillance of Salmonella in pigs are registered in the central Zoonosis Register database, which is part of the Central Husbandry Register, administered by the DVFA. Surveillance by serological testing of meat juice (approx. 600 000 meat-juice samples per year) is carried out in herds producing more than 200 slaughter pigs per year. These results are used to assign the herds to one of three levels, based on the proportion of seropositive meat-juice samples collected over the last three months. The sample results are weighted, such that results from the most recent month are weighted more heavily than those from previous months. Level 1 herds are classified as having none or a small proportion of positive samples, Level 2 has a higher proportion of positives, and Level 3 herds have an unacceptably high proportion of positive samples. Pigs from Level 3 herds must be slaughtered under special hygienic precautions. It is mandatory to collect pen-faecal samples from herds placed in level 2 or 3 in order to clarify the distribution and type of the Salmonella infection. With a few exceptions, all sow herds supplying piglets to slaughter-pig herds in level 2 or 3 are obligated to collect pen-faecal samples for determining the distribution of Salmonella within the herd, and to clarify possible transmission of Salmonella from sow herds to slaughter pig herds. Breeding and multiplying herds are monitored monthly through serological testing of blood samples. If the set threshold is exceeded, the herd owner is obliged to collect pen-faecal samples.

Monitoring of Salmonella in pork is based on swab samples taken from three designated areas of chilled half-carcasses at the slaughterhouse. Samples from 5 carcasses are pooled, except in slaughterhouses slaughtering 50 pigs or less per month in which case, samples are analysed individually. When determining the prevalence of pooled samples, the loss of sensitivity and the probability of more than one sample being positive in each pool are taken into consideration. A conversion factor has been determined on the basis of comparative studies, as described in the Annual Report 2001. In 2004, 33 890 samples were pooled and the prevalence of Salmonella was 1.3%. An additional 148 samples were collected from slaughterhouses with a low production and were analysed individually. Of these, two samples were found positive for Salmonella.

Like in previous years, the most common serotypes observed were S. Typhimurium, S. Derby and S. Infantis.
13.2.2.2. The British *Salmonella* monitoring programme, “Zoonoses Action Plan”

The Zoonoses Action Plan *Salmonella* Programme (ZAP) is an industry-owned initiative that began in June 2002 for pigs supplied to quality assured abattoirs in Great Britain (GB) and in January 2003 ZAP was extended to producers in Northern Ireland. To implement ZAP, muscle samples are collected by Meat and Livestock Commission staff from 3 pigs for every Pig Movement Order received at the abattoir with the intent that at least 15 samples are collected every 3 months. Samples are linked to their herd of origin via the registered slap marks. Samples are frozen in containers that facilitate meat juice collection during thawing whilst being transported to the laboratory. An indirect lipopolysaccharide (LPS) mix-*Salmonella* meat-juice Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (MJE) which detects antibodies against Group B and C1 *Salmonella* is conducted by a commercial laboratory. Testing is accredited to the ISO 17025 standard by the UK Accreditation Service (UKAS). Results from individual samples and the positive and negative controls are converted to a Sample to Positive Ratio (S/P Ratio) which is interpreted as negative if it is less than or equal to 0.25 and positive if it is greater than 0.25. From July 2003 all herds where at least 15 samples had been reported in the preceding 3 months were assigned a ZAP level and expected to act as follows:

**ZAP level 3** – 85% or more MJE results were positive; an action plan must be developed and implemented to reduce to ZAP level 1 within 11 months.

**ZAP level 2** – 65% or more but less than 85% of MJE results were positive; an action plan must be developed and implemented to reduce to ZAP level 1 within 17 months

**ZAP level 1** – less than 65% of MJE results were positive; no action required

ZAP level 1 status can only be regained if the prevalence of MJE positive pigs is below 65% after testing a minimum of 15 samples in a three month period. Farms that fail to return to ZAP level 1 will be suspended from Quality Assurance schemes, thus losing access to Quality Assured abattoirs.

ZAP aims to assign ZAP levels to at least 85% of herds delivering >500 pigs a year and to 50% farms delivering between 200-500 pigs per year. In the 3 month period ending in December 2004, 79.9% of 1 533 holdings were allocated to ZAP levels 1-3 and 92% of these farms were in ZAP level 1. In 2004, 22.9% of 153 321 MJ samples were positive in the ZAP programme. The overall aim of ZAP is to reduce the prevalence of *Salmonella* in assured pigs at slaughter by 25% and the GB Food Standards Agency strategy is to reduce *Salmonella* in pigs at slaughter by 50% by 2010.

13.2.2.3. The Irish Pig *Salmonella* legislation

The purpose of the regulations is to reduce any possible risk of public health problems arising from the consumption of pork and pig meat products and thereby to maintain consumer confidence in these products.
The following are the main points of this legislation:

- every pig herd in the country is tested on an ongoing basis for the purpose of establishing its *Salmonella* status,
- sampling takes place at slaughter plants,
- samples are tested at the Central Veterinary Research Laboratory,
- the test results are sent directly to a centralised database,
- the database centre calculates the up-to-date *Salmonella* status of the herd and issues to the herd owner a certificate of categorisation which is valid for five months,
- this certificate indicates whether the herd is Category 1 (i.e. showing the least evidence of exposure to *Salmonella*), Category 2 or Category 3 (the worst status),
- at slaughter, pigs from Category 3 herds are slaughtered separately from other pigs and in a manner that minimises the risk of cross-contamination,
- the head meat and offals of Category 3 pigs may not be sold in the raw state and must be either heat-treated in an approved manner before being passed fit for human consumption or destroyed,
- pigs with no valid category certificate will be treated as Category 3 in slaughter plants.

**Pig producers’ responsibilities**

Producers must ensure that they are in possession of a valid certificate of categorisation for their herd and to make it available on request at pig slaughter plants. Each producer arranges with the plant at which his/her pigs are to be slaughtered to have samples taken and forwarded for testing to the approved laboratory. A set of samples must be taken three times each year at intervals of not less than 3 months and not more than 5 months.

A set of samples consists of samples from 24 pigs from the herd submitted together. If the size of the herd is such that fewer than 24 pigs are presented for slaughter on any individual day, then samples are to be taken from 24 pigs in every 4 month period. If the number of pigs presented for slaughter is below 24 in a 4 month period, then samples are to be taken from all pigs slaughtered in that period.

It is the responsibility of herd owners to ensure that the required level of sampling is undertaken and that a valid certificate of categorisation exists for his/her herd.

**Calculation of Salmonella category**

When a set of samples is tested the result of the test is expressed as the percentage of the samples in the set that tested positive for exposure to *Salmonella* (e.g. if 6 of the 24 samples are positive, the result is 25%). The initial herd categorisation is based on a simple average of the first two test results for the herd (e.g. if the first two test results are 25% and 50%, then the average of these is reported as 37.5%). Thereafter
herd categorisation will be established by calculating a weighted average of the three most recent test results as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Weighting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most recent</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second most recent</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third most recent</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Herds are categorised as:

- category 1, if the result of this averaging is 10% or less,
- category 2, if the average result is more than 10% and not more than 50%,
- category 3, if the average result is more than 50%.

**Breeding pigs**

It is a requirement of the *Salmonella* legislation that all breeding pigs being introduced into a herd come from Category 1 herds and that producers maintain a record of the origin of their breeding animals.

**Guidance note**

Producers who have had *Salmonella* diagnosed in their herds should seek the advice of their veterinary practitioner with a view to implementing a *Salmonella* control programme on their holding.

**13.2.2.4. The German “QS Salmonella Monitoring Programme”**

In September 2001, the German food industry (encouraged and promoted by the government) has launched a voluntary quality assurance programme for food producers of all sectors (feed production, animal production, slaughtering, processing, and grocery retail), the so-called “QS-System” (in short: “QS”). As for pork production, so far, about 15 000 pork producers are participating in “QS”. This number is low compared to the about 70 000 pig producers in Germany, but these 15 000 represent about 70% to 75% of the German pig production. Those pork producers and slaughter plants (100% of the larger slaughter enterprises) that participate in QS have agreed to participate in the QS *Salmonella* Monitoring Programme, which was started in early 2002.

The programme, like the Danish, the British and the Irish programmes, is targeted at categorising pig herds according to their assessed risk of carrying *Salmonella* into the slaughter plant. Sixty meat juice samples per herd (evenly distributed over one year), taken from slaughter pigs, are serologically tested for antibodies against *Salmonella* spp. The assumption is that herds with many positive pigs pose a higher risk to carry *Salmonella* into the slaughter plant than herds with no or only few positive pigs. The current cut-off for the serological test (based on the Danish mixed-ELISA) is 40% OD. The current “risk categories” are as follows: Category I (= low risk): < 20% positive samples, Category II (= medium risk): 20% - 40% positive samples, and Category III (= high risk): > 40% positive samples.
Since 2002 the number of participating pig producers has steadily increased. By August 2005 about 6 200 pig producers are already categorised. This number is steadily increasing, since more and more producers out of the 15 000 QS-participants have sampled more than a year.

All data are collected in a central database “Qualiproof” and can be analysed for further conclusions for improving the programme.

At present, throughout Germany, about 67 000 samples per month are taken and tested for Salmonella antibodies (per year about 800 000).

The present categorisation result is: out of the 6 200 categorised herds, about 80% are Category I, about 15% are Category II and about 5% are Category III.

There are two planned for the Salmonella control based on the monitoring results:
- separating Cat. III pigs from Cat. I and II pigs at slaughter,
- supporting pig producers in reducing the Salmonella load of their pig herds.

The first has not yet started (there must first be a higher proportion of pig herds that are categorised). The latter, however, is gradually increasing: more and more farmers with Cat. III and even Cat. II are looking for veterinary help in increasing their hygiene and biosecurity standard to either get back into Cat. II and I, or to avoid being categorised into Cat. III.

Results in terms of a measurable reduction of human salmonellosis due to pork can only be expected in the near future, and when the programme becomes mandatory.

The German Ministry for Agriculture, Nutrition and Consumer Protection is working on a regulation that will oblige all pork producers and slaughter plants to take part in a nation-wide Salmonella monitoring and control programme – the regulation will be issued in 2006.

13.2.2.5. The Dutch National Salmonella Control Plan

In The Netherlands, a nation-wide Salmonella Monitoring Programme was started on February 1, 2005. Although the programme is not a governmental program, it is mandatory for every finishing pig owner and every slaughterhouse, since it is run by the Product Board for Live stock and Meat (the “PVV”), which has the authority to oblige all pig owners and slaughterhouses to participate in the programme. The principle of the programme is the categorisation of finishing pig herds by means of testing randomly selected serum samples from every herd. Samples are to be collected from finishers within 3 weeks before marketing or at slaughter. Thirty six samples per year (12 samples per trimester) are the basis for the categorisation and the cut-off value (measured in OD%) is 40%. The category thresholds for assigning the pig herds to three categories (low, medium and high risk of introducing Salmonella species into the slaughter plant) are as follows:
- category 1: ≤ 20% samples with > OD40,
- category 2: >20% and <40% samples with > OD40,
- category 3: ≥ 40% samples with > OD40.

Slaughterhouses producing more than 10,000 pigs per year are monitored using swab samples as described by USDA/FSIS and in EU regulation 2001/471/EC, swabbing 300 cm² or a destructive method. Slaughterhouses slaughtering less than 150,000 pigs/year sample ten carcasses every 14 days and all samples are investigated separately. Slaughterhouses slaughtering more than 150,000 pigs/year sample five carcasses every day which will be investigated as one pooled sample. Both schemes result in 10 *Salmonella* cultures every two weeks for every slaughterhouse.

Further measures with regard to interventions and incentives have not been decided upon yet.

### 13.2.2.6. *Salmonella* control in pigs in the other EU Member States

In Austria, regional programmes (e.g. in Styria) have been implemented, which are a good basis for the planned national programme.

In all other EU Member States, *Salmonella* control programmes are either lacking (the new Member States and most southern EU countries) or sporadic and limited to scientific and/or pilot studies (e.g. Belgium and France).
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